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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is mainly to investigate the following three questions: 
(1) Which classes of semigroups are closed or in other words which classes of semi-
groups have the special amalgamation property? 
(2) What type of semigroup classes are saturated and supersaturated? 
(3) Which classes of semigroups are absolutely closed ? 
However, a short proof of celebrated Zigzag Theorem for the category of all com-
mutative semigroups is also provided. 
The present exposition consists of six chapters and each chapter is divided into 
various sections. 
Most of the new material presented in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, 
except where reference has been given to other sources, appears in the following papers. 
Epimorphisms, closed and supersaturated semigroups, Submitted: 
Chapter 2, Sections 2.2 and 2.4. 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3. 
Special Semigroup Amalgams of Quasi Unitary Subsemigroups and of Quasi Normal 
Bands, Asian European Journal of Mathematics, under revision: 
Chapter 2, Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
Embedding of special semigroup amalgams, Submitted: Chapter 2, Sections 2.4 and 2.6. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and inflations of Clifford semigroups. Submitted: 
Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3 and Section 3.4. 
Epimorphisms, dominions, closed and absolutely closed semigroups, submitted: 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4; Chapter 5, Section 5.3 and Chapter 6, Section 6.3 
A note on Isbell's Zigzag Theorem for commutative semigroups, Algebra Letters, To 
appeax: Chapter 5, Section 5.2. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and regular semigroups, Journal of Semigroup Theory and 
Applications, To appear: Chapter (i. Section 6.2. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and classes of closed regular semigroups. Submitted: 
Chapter 6, Section 6.2. 
Conversely, all the new material in the above papers appears in the thesis. 
Chapter 1 contains introductory concepts of semigroup theory and some impor-
tant results, including a full proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem on which the whole of 
the thesis is based. 
In Chapter 2, we partially answer question (1) by investigating certain classes of 
semigroups which are closed. 
In [45], Howie showed that the amalgam [S,T;U] is embeddable if (/ is almost 
unitary in S and V = {U(p) is almost unitary in T which implied that almost unitary 
subsemigroup of a semigroup is closed in the containing semigroup. In Section 2.2, we 
provide, by using zigzag manipulations, new and direct proof of this result and show 
that the special semigroup amalgam U = [{5,5'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if 
U is almost unitary in S. In Section 2.3, we provide, by zigzag manipulations, a new 
and direct algebraic proof of [79, Corollary 6.5] and show that the special semigroup 
amalgam U = [{S,S'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is quasi-unitary in 5 and, 
thus, generahze the result of Section 2.2. In Section 2.4, we have studied some closed 
classes of bands. Scheiblich [81] had shown that the class of all normal bands is closed. 
We extend this result to left[right] regular bands, left[right] quasinormal bands and 
VFL[W /^2] regular bands. We also show that the class of all left [right] regular bands is 
closed in the class of all regular bands. Then, we generahze this result by establishing 
that the class of all left [right] regular bands is closed in the class of all left [right] semi-
regular bands. In Sections 2.5 and 2.6, we find some closed classes of semigroups that 
satisfy a heterotypical identity and a homotypical identity respectively. 
u 
In Chapter 3, Section 3.2, we determine that the class of all inflations of Clifford 
semigroups is saturated while in the next section, we show that a subclass of the class 
of all semigroups satisfying the identity ax = axa[xa = axa] is saturated. Finally, in 
Section 3.4, we show that the class of all quasi-commutative semigroups satisfying a 
nontrivial identity of which at least one side has no repeated variable is saturated. 
In Chapter 4, we discuss ideals and supersaturated semigroups. In Section 4.2, we 
first present an example due to Higgins [38], of a supersaturated semigroup, and, then, 
give a brief exposition of semigroup amalgams and their relationship with dominions. 
In [37], Higgins showed that a semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the ideal [/" 
is saturated [supersaturated]. Whether or not the converse holds, is an open problem. 
In [38], Higgins showed that the converse holds in some cases and proved that if S is 
a supersaturated semigroup, then any commutative globally idempotent ideal of S is 
also supersaturated. 
Khan and Shah [66] generalized this result from commutative ideals to permutative 
ideals by taking U as a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a permutation 
identity 2;ia;2 • • -Xn = Xi^Xi^ " 'Xi„ for which ii = I and i„ ^ n. In Section 4.3, we 
extend this result by taking [/ as a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a 
seminormal permutation identity and, thus, relax the right semicommutativity of [/. 
We further extend this result and enlarge the class of supersaturated globally idempo-
tent ideals of a supersaturated semigroup by showing that a globally idempotent ideal 
of a supersaturated semigroup satisfying the identity axa = ax[axa = xa] is supersat-
urated. 
In Chapter 5, Section 5.2, we give a new and short proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem 
for the category of all commutative semigroups while the next section deals with some 
results on absolutely closed semigroups. 
In Chapter 6, we have found some classes of regular semigroups which have the 
special amalgamation property. In Section 6.2, we show that a regular subsemigroup 
of a semigroup satisfying some condition in the containing semigroup is closed m the 
containing semigroup. Then, we prove that the class of all left [right] Clifford semi-
ni 
groups, 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups and left [right] quasinormal orthodox semigroups 
have special amalgamation property. We also, prove that the class of all 7^[£]-unipotent 
semigroups is strongly embeddable in the class of all left [right] semiregular orthodox 
semigroups, which imply that the class of all 7?.[>C]-unipotent semigroups is strongly 
embeddable in the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. Finally, we show that the 
classes of all WL[WR]-regular orthodox semigroups and that of all left[right] seniinor-
mal orthodox semigroups have special amalgamation property. 
Section 6.3, includes some results based on closedness of the class of all bands 
within the class of all semigroups satisfying some homotypical identities. First, we 
show that the class of all normal bands is closed within the class of all medial semi-
groups, generalizing the long known fact that the class of all normal bands is closed 
(see [81]). Then, we show that the class of all left[right] seminormal bands is closed 
within the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity axy = axyay[yxa - yayxa] 
which imply, as a corollary, that the class of all left [right] seminormal bands is closed. 
At the end, an exhaustive reference of the literature consulted during this work, 
has been given. 
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PREFACE 
The aim of this thesis is mainly to investigate the following three questions: 
(1) Which classes of semigroups are closed or in other words which classes of semi-
groups have the special amalgamation property? 
(2) What type of semigroup classes are saturated and supersaturated? 
(3) Which classes of semigroups are absolutely closed ? 
However, a short proof of celebrated Zigzag Theorem for the category of all com-
mutative semigroups is also provided. 
The present exposition consists of six chapters and each chapter is divided into 
various sections. 
Most of the new material presented in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, 
except where reference has been given to other sources, appears in the following papers. 
Epimorphisms, closed and supersaturated semigroups, Submitted: 
Chapter 2, Sections 2.2 and 2.4. 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3. 
Special Semigroup Amalgams of Quasi Unitary Subsemigroups and of Quasi Normal 
Bands, Asian European Journal of Mathematics, under revision: 
Chapter 2, Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
Embedding of special semigroup amalgams, Submitted: Chapter 2, Sections 2.4 and 2.6. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and inflations of Clifford semigroups. Submitted: 
Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3 and Section 3.4. 
Epimorphisms, dominions, closed and absolutely closed semigroups, submitted: 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4; Chapter 5, Section 5.3 and Chapter 6, Section 6.3 
A note on Isbell's Zigzag Theorem for commutative semigroups, Algebra Letters, To 
appear: Chapter 5, Section 5.2. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and regular semigroups, Journal of Semigroup Theory and 
Applications, To appear: Chapter 6, Section 6.2. 
Epimorphisms, dominions and classes of closed regular semigroups, Submitted: 
Chapter 6, Section 6.2. 
Conversely, all the new material in the above papers appears in the thesis. 
Chapter 1 contains introductory concepts of semigroup theory and some impor-
tant results, including a full proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem on which the whole of 
the thesis is based. 
In Chapter 2, we partially answer question (1) by investigating certain classes of 
semigroups which are closed. 
In [45], Howie showed that the amalgam [S,T\U] is embeddable if U is almost 
unitary in S and V = (Ucj)) is almost unitary in T which implied that almost unitary 
subsemigroup of a semigroup is closed in the containing semigroup. In Section 2.2, we 
provide, by using zigzag manipulations, new and direct proof of this result and show 
that the special semigroup amalgam U = [{5,5"}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if 
U is almost unitary in S. In Section 2.3, we provide, by zigzag manipulations, a new 
and direct algebraic proof of [79, Corollary 6.5] and show that the special semigroup 
amalgam U = [{5,5"}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is quasi-unitary in S and, 
thus, generahze the result of Section 2.2. In Section 2.4, we have studied some closed 
classes of bands. Scheiblich [81] had shown that the class of all normal bands is closed. 
We extend this result to left [right] regular bands, left [right] quasinormal bands and 
iyL[VFi?] regular bands. We also show that the class of all left[right] regular bands is 
closed in the class of all regular bands. Then, we generalize this result by establishing 
that the class of all left [right] regular bands is closed in the class of all left [right] semi-
regular bands. In Sections 2.5 and 2.6, we find some closed classes of semigroups that 
satisfy a heterotypical identity and a homotypical identity respectively. 
n 
In Chapter 3, Section 3.2, we determine that the class of all inflations of Cliftbrd 
semigroups is saturated while in the next section, we show that a subclass of the class 
of aU semigroups satisfying the identity ax = axa[xa = axa] is saturated. Finally, in 
Section 3.4, we show that the class of all quasi-commutative semigroups satisfying a 
nontrivial identity of which at least one side has no repeated variable is saturated. 
In Chapter 4, we discuss ideals and supersaturated semigroups. In Section 4 2, we 
first present an example due to Higgins [38], of a supersaturated semigroup, and, then, 
give a brief exposition of semigroup amalgams and their relationship with dominions. 
In [37], Higgins showed that a semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the ideal C 
is saturated [supersaturated]. Whether or not the converse holds, is an open problem. 
In [38], Higgins showed that the converse holds in some cases and proved that if S is 
a supersaturated semigroup, then any commutative globally idempotent ideal of S is 
also supersaturated. 
Khan and Shah [66] generalized this result from commutative ideals to permutative 
ideals by taking U as a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a permutation 
identity Xia;2 • • • Xn = xi^Xi^ •••Xi^ for which ii = I and z„ ^ n. In Section 4.3, we 
extend this result by taking U as a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a 
seminormal permutation identity and, thus, relax the right semicommutativity of U. 
We further extend this result and enlarge the class of supersaturated globally idempo-
tent ideals of a supersaturated semigroup by showing that a globally idempotent ideal 
of a supersaturated semigroup satisfying the identity axa = ax[axa = xa] is supersat-
urated. 
In Chapter 5, Section 5.2, we give a new and short proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem 
for the category of all commutative semigroups while the next section deals with some 
results on absolutely closed semigroups. 
In Chapter 6, we have found some classes of regular semigroups which have the 
special amalgamation property. In Section 6.2, we show that a regular subsemigroup 
of a semigroup satisfying some condition in the containing semigroup is closed in the 
containing semigroup. Then, we prove that the class of all left [right] Clifford semi-
ni 
groups, 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups and left [right] quasinormal orthodox semigroups 
have special amalgamation property. We also, prove that the class of all 7?.[£]-uni])otent 
semigroups is strongly embeddable in the class of all left [right] semiregular orthodox 
semigroups, which imply that the class of all 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups is strongly 
embeddable in the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. Finally, we show that the 
classes of all WL[WR]-regular orthodox semigroups and that of all left[right] seininor-
mal orthodox semigroups have special amalgamation property. 
Section 6.3, includes some results based on closedness of the class of all bands 
within the class of all semigroups satisfying some homotypical identities. First, we 
show that the class of all normal bands is closed within the class of all medial semi-
groups, generahzing the long known fact that the class of all normal bands is closed 
(see [81]). Then, we show that the class of all left[right] seminormal bands is closed 
within the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity axy = axyay[yxa = yayxa] 
which imply, as a corollary, that the class of all left [right] seminormal bands is closed. 
At the end, an exhaustive reference of the hterature consulted during this work, 
has been given. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The group theory and ring theory have been adopted as a model by semigroup 
Theorists initially as its evidence is manifested by earliest major contributiojis to the 
semigroup theory made by (Suschkewitz [87], Rees [77], Clifford [15], and Dubreil [19]). 
However, in more recent years, the characteristics aims and methods developi^d in the 
subject are bearing vague witness to hnk with aforesaid parts of abstract algebra which 
is mainly due to the necessity of studying congruences. In a group, a congi uence is 
determined if we know a single congruence class, in particular if we know the normal 
subgroup which is the class containing the identity. Similarly, in a ring, a congru(nice is 
determined if we know the ideal which is the congruence class containing the zero. In 
semigroups there is no such fortunate occurrence, and, therefore, we are fac(Kl with the 
necessity of studying congruence as such. That is why this necessity gives semigroup 
theory its characteristic flavour. As semigroups are first and simplest type of algebra, 
to which the methods of universal algebra must be apphed, and any mathematician 
interested in universal algebra will find semigroup theory a rewarding study. 
This chapter is devoted to collect some basic semigroup theoretic notions and 
results with a view to make our thesis as self contained as possible, whereas the ele-
mentary knowledge of the algebraic concepts such as groups, homomorphisms etc. has 
been preassumed, and thus, no attempt is being made to discuss them lieiv. Most of 
the material included in this chapter occurs in the standard literature, namely Clifford 
and Preston [16], Howie ([44]-[54]), Hall ([22]-[29]), Higgins ([30]-[43]), Khan ([58)-[66]) 
and Petrich [71]. 
§ 1.2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we give a brief exposition of some basic definitions and terminology 
of semigroup theory. 
Definition 1.2.1. A semigroup {S,o) is a non-empty set S together with an associa-
tive binary operation " o ". 
In accordance with the usual practice, we often speak simply of a semigroup S 
when the operation " o " is understood and abbreviate the product aob {a, b e S) as 
ah. 
Definition 1.2.2. A semigroup S is said to be commutative if 
xy = yx, y X, y e S. 
Definition 1.2.3. A non-empty subset T of a semigroup S is called a subsem.igroup 
of 5 if 
xy G T, V X, y e T. 
This condition can be expressed more compactly as T'^  C T. The associativity 
that holds throughout S certainly holds throughout T and so, T itself is a semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.4. A subsemigroup of S which is a group with respect to the operation 
inherited from S is called a subgroup of S. 
It is easy to see that a non-empty subset T of a semigroup 5 is a subgroup of S if 
and only if 
(V a G T), aT = T and Ta = T. 
Definition 1.2.5. If a semigroup S contains an element e such that 
ex — xe = X, {y X E S), 
we say that e is an identity element (or just an identity) of 5, and S is said no be a 
semigroup with identity or (more usually) a monoid. 
Like groups, an identity element of a semigroup, if it exists, is unique. 
Definition 1.2.6. If a semigroup S has no identity element, then we can easily adjoin 
an extra element 1 to 5 to form a monoid, by defining 
ls = sl = s, VseS, and 11 = 1. 
Thus 5 U {1} becomes a monoid. We now define 
S if S has an identity element 
I S'UJl} otherwise. 
We refer to 5^ as the monoid obtained from S by adjoining an identity, if nei'essary. 
Definition 1.2.7. If a semigroup S with at least two elements contains an element 0 
such that 
Ox = xO = 0, (V X G 5), 
then we say that 0 is a zero element (or just zero) of S and S is said to be a semigroup 
with zero. 
A zero element of a semigroup, if exist, is also unique. 
Definition 1.2.8. If a semigroup S has no zero element, then we can adjoin an extra 
element 0, and define 
Os = sO = 0, V s e 5, and 00 = 0. 
It is a routine matter to check that S U {0} is a semigroup with zero. By analogy with 
5 ^ we define 
S if S has a zero element 
S U {0} otherwise. 
Again, we refer to 5° as the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining a zero, if necessary. 
Definition 1.2.9. An element e of a semigroup 5 is called an idempotent element if 
2 
c* = e. 
Definition 1.2.10. A semigroup S is said to be globally idempotent if for all s G S, 
tiiere exist x,y E S such tliat s = xy or equivalently S'^ — S. 
Definition 1.2.11. A semigroup 5 is said to be a band if every element of S is an 
idempotent. 
Definition 1.2.12. A semigroup S is said to be a left zero semigroup if (i6 = a, V 
a, b E S. Right zero semigroups are defined dually. 
Throughout the text, by a bracketed statement, we shall mean a state-
ment dual to the other statement. 
Definition 1.2.13. If / and A are non-empty sets, then we may define an associative 
binary operation " o " on / x A as: 
(zi,Ai)o(i2,A2) = (ii,A2), Vzi, 2^ e / ; Ai, A2 G A. 
Then (/ x A, o) is a semigroup which is called a rectangular band. 
If I A 1= 1 [I / 1= 1], then the rectangular band / x A is a left [right] zero semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.14. A band S is called a semilattice \i xy = yx V x, y G 5; a left, 
[right] normal hand if ahc = ach [ahc — bac\ V a, 6, c E S and a normal band if 
axya = ayxa V a, x, y £ S. 
Definition 1.2.15. A band 5 is called a left [rightj regular band if 
axa = ax [axa = xa] V a, x G 5. 
Definition 1.2.16. Let 5 be a semigroup. An element a of 5 is said to be regular if 
there exists x E S such that a = axa. A semigroup whose all elements are regular is 
called a regular semigroup. 
For example, the semigroup of all mappings of a non-empty set into itself, with 
respect to the operation of composition of maps, is a regular semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.17. Let 5 be a semigroup. If a and b are elements of S. we say 
that h is an inverse of a if aha = a,bab ~ b. A semigroup S is said to be an inversf 
semigroup if each a in 5 has a unique inverse. We denote the unique inverse of a by a"'. 
Such a semigroup is certainly regular, but not every regular semigroup is an inverse 
semigroup. A rectangular band is an obvious example in which every element is an 
inverse of every other element. 
Definition 1.2.18. A Clifford semigroup 5 is a regular semigroup whose idempotents 
lie in its center, i.e. ex = xe, V e G E{S) and V x G 5, where E{S) is the set of all 
idempotents of S. 
Definition 1.2.19. An orthodox semigroup is defined as a regular semigi'oup in which 
the idempotents form a subsemigroup. 
The class of orthodox semigroups includes both the class of all inverse semigroups 
as well the class of all bands. 
Result 1.2.20 ([51, Ch.6, Proposition 1.4]). If S is an orthodox semigroup, e is an 
idempotent and a E S, then, for every inverse a' of a, elements a'ea and aea' are both 
idempotents. 
Definition 1.2.21. A generalized inverse semigroup is a regular semigroup whose 
idempotents form a normal band. 
Definition 1.2.22. A relation i? on a set X is called an equivalence relation if it is 
reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
Definition 1.2.23. Let 5 be a semigroup. A relation i? on 5 is called left compatible 
(with the operation on S) if 
(V s, t, a^ S) {s,t) G R implies {as, at) G R, 
and right compatible if 
(V s, t, ae S) (s, t) ^ R implies {sa, ta) G R. 
It is called compatible if 
(Vs, t, s', t'eS) [{s,t)eR and {s',t')eR] implies {ss',tt')£R. 
A left [right] compatible equivalence relation on a semigroup 5 is called a left irighi 
congruence on S and a compatible equivalence relation on S is called a congruence- on S. 
Result 1.2.24 ([53, Proposition. 1.5.1]). An equivalence relation p on a semigroup S 
is a congruence if and only if it is both left and right compatible. 
Definition 1.2.25. Let X be any set, and let Fx consists of all finite sequences of 
elements of X. If (xi, X2,... ,Xm) and (yi, 2/2, •• • ^Vn) be any two elements of Fx 
(xj, Vj € X), where (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m; j = 1, 2 , . . . , n), then we define their product by 
simple juxtaposition: 
(Xi , X 2 , . . . , X m ) ( y i , y 2 , - - - , y n ) = (a^l, X 2 , - - - , 2 ; m , ^ 1 , ^2, • • - ,?;»)• 
Fx, thereby, becomes a semigroup which we call as the free semigroup on X. An 
element of Fx will be called as a word in the alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.2.26. A semigroup identity u = u is the formal equality of two words u 
and V formed by letters over an alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.2.27. A semigroup S is said to satisfy an identity if for every substitu-
tion of elements from S for the letters forming the words of the identity, the resulting 
words are equal in S. 
or, equivalently: 
Definition 1.2.28. Let A' be a countably infinite set and let Fx be the free semigroup 
on X. Let S be any semigroup. If u, v E Fx, then we shall say that the identical 
relation (or identity) u = v is satisfied in S \i u(j) = vcj) for every homomorphism 
(/>: Fx —> 5. 
Definition 1.2.29. The class of semigroups, in which a finite or an infinite collec-
tion ui = ui, U2 = V2,.. • of identical relations is satisfied, is called the variety of 
semigroups determined by these identical relations, and the list of identical relations is 
called a presentation of the variety, denoted by [ui = Vi, ii2 = ^2, • • l-
We shall take Birkhoff's Theorem for (semigroup) varieties for granted. 
Result 1.2.30 ([21, Ch. 1 section 26, Theorem 3]). A non-empty class V of semigroups 
is a variety if and only if 
(a) every subsemigroup of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(b) every homomorphic image of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(c) the direct product of a family of semigroups in V is in V. 
Definition 1.2.31. Let u be any word. The content of u is the (necessarily finite) set 
of all variables appearing in u, and will be denoted by C{u). Further, for any \ariable 
X in u, \x\u will denote the number of occurrences of the variable x in the word u. 
Definition 1.2.32. An identity 
u{Xi, X2, . . . , Xn) = V{xi, X2, . . . , X„), 
in the variables Xi,X2,... ,Xn is called homotypical if C{u) = C{v) and heterotypical 
otherwise. 
Definition 1.2.33. By a permutation identity in the variables xi , J:2, . . . ,.r„ {v > 2), 
we mean an identity 
'^ l-^2 • • • '^ n — Xi^Xi^ • • • Xj^  , ( i.^.i j 
where i is any permutation of the set {1, 2 , . . . , n} and i^, for any I < k < n, denotes 
the image of k under the permutation i. Further, the identity (1.2.1) is said to be 
non-trivial if the permutation i is different from the identity permutation. 
The following are some of the well known permutation identities; 
X1X2 = X2I1 [commutativity]; 
X1X2X3 = X1X3X2 [left normahty]; 
X1X2X3 = X2X1X3 [right normahty]; 
X1X2X3X4 = X1X3X2X4 [normality]. 
Definition 1,2.34. A semigroup S is said to be a permutative semigroup if it satisfies 
a non-trivial permutation identity. 
For further details and other related results on varieties and identities of semi-
groups, one may refer to [1], ([10] - [14]), [17], [74], [76], [83] and [92]. 
§ 1.3. EPIMORPHISMS A N D DOMINIONS 
Let [/ be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S. Following Isbell [57], we say that 
U dominates an element d of 5 if for every semigroup T and for all homomorphisnis 
/?, 7 : 5 —> T, u(3 = wy for each u e U implies dP = d'y. The set of all elements of S 
dominated by U is called the dominion oiU m. S and we denote it by Dom{U, S). It 
may be easily seen that Dom{U, S) is a subsemigroup of S containing U. 
Following Howie and Isbell [54], a semigroup U is said to be closed in S if 
Dom{U, S) = U. Let C be a class of semigroups. A semigroup U is said no be C-
closed if for all 5 G C such that U is a, subsemigroup of S, Dom{U, S) = U. L<!t B and 
C be classes of semigroups such that B C C. Then B is said to be C-closed if every 
member of B is C-closed. 
A semigroup U is said to be absolutely closed if it is closed in every containing 
semigroup S. At the other extreme, U is said to be dense or epimorphically embed-
ded in 5 if Dom.{U, S) = S. A semigroup U is said to be saturated if it cannot be 
properly epimorphically embedded in any properly containing semigroup 5, that is, 
Dom{U, S) y^ S for every properly containing semigroup S. 
A morphism a : A —> B in the category C of semigroups is said to be an epimor-
phism (epi for short) if for all morphisms P, j : B —> C, aP = 07 implies ,3 == 7. 
Remark 1.3.1. It is easy to see that onto morphisms are epimorphisms. Whether or 
not the converse is true, depends on the category under consideration. It is true in the 
categories of Sets, Abelian Groups and Groups for instance. 
In general, epimorphisms are not onto in the categories of semigroups and rings. 
Here epimorphisms can be characterized in term of so called "zigzags", a special se-
quence of factorizations of elements in the epimorphic image. 
In the last section, we include a full proof of the Zigzag Theorem for semigroups, 
a result due to Isbell [57]. 
The following example of a semigroup epimorphism which is not onto appears in 
Drbohlav [18]. 
Example 1.3.2. Take the embedding i of the real interval (0, 1] into (0, oo], where 
both are considered as multiplicative semigroups. To see that i : (0, 1] —> '0, oo] is 
epi, take any pair of homomorphisms a,P from (0, oo] such that ia = iP; that is, a 
and P agree on (0, 1]. We shall show that for any x > 1, xa = xp. Let .r > 1. Then 
[{x)a{l/x)a]{x)P = {l)a{x)P = {l)P{x)P = {x)p. 
Equally though, since l/x < 1, 
[{x)a{l/x)a]{x)p = {x)a[{l/x)a{x)P] = {x)a[{l/x)p{x)p] 
= {x)a{l)P = {x)a{l)a = {x)a. 
Therefore, a = P and so i is epi. 
Moreover, the embedding of an infinite monogenic semigroup into an infinite cyclic 
group, and the embedding (under multiplication) of the natural numbers into the pos-
itive rational numbers are other examples of this kind. However, Hall [28] has unified 
all these examples by showing that if f/ is a full subsemigroup (a subseniigroup that 
contains all the idempotent elements of the containing semigroup) of an inverse semi-
group S, which generates 5 as an inverse semigroup, then the embedding of 6 in 5 is 
an epimorphism. 
A class C of semigroups is said to be epimorphically closed if for all 5 e C and 
a : S —> T is epi implies T eC. Further, a class C of semigroups is called saturated if 
all of its members are saturated. 
One may easily check that a morphism a : S —> T is epi if and only if the inclusion 
i : Sa —> T is epi and the inclusion i : U —> S is epi if and only if DoTn{U. S) — S. 
It is clear that every absolutely closed class of semigroups is saturated and every 
saturated class is epimorphically closed, but the converse is not true in general. For 
example, the variety of all commutative semigroups is epimorphically closed ([57, Corol-
lary 2.5]), but not saturated as the inclusion map of an infinite monogenic semigroup 
into an infinite cyclic group is epi [51, Ch.VII (Exercise 2(i))]. 
§ 1.4. SPECIAL SEMIGROUP AMALGAMS A N D SOME IMPORTANT 
RESULTS 
The study of epimorphisms and semigroup amalgams is not as isolated a topic as 
it may first appear, since it is equivalent to the study of so-called special amalgams, 
indeed, the study of dominions provides a doorway to the study of general semigroup 
amalgams, a broad and fundamental area of research. 
To explain this fully, we introduce the appropriate definitions. 
Definition 1.4.1. A (semigroup) amalgam A = [{Si : i G / } ; U\ {(pi : i e I}] consists 
of a semigroup U (called the core of the amalgam), a family (S, : z G /} of semigroups 
disjoint from each other and from U, and a family (pi : U ^ Si{i £ I) of monomor-
phisms. We shall simplify the notation to W = [Si, U\ 0i] or toU = [Si; U\ when the 
context allows. 
We shall say that the amalgam A is embedded in a semigroup T if there exist a 
monomorphism X : U ^ T and, for each z e / , a monomorphism Xi : Si -^ T such that 
(a) (piXi = A for each z € /; 
(b) SiXi n SjXj = UX for all i,j e / such that i ^ j . 
Thus, a semigroup amalgam can be thought of as an indexed family {5; : z e / } 
of semigroups intersecting in a common subsemigroup U. 
We say that the amalgam [Sf, U] is weakly embeddable in a semigroup T if there are 
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monomorphisms Xi : Si -^ T, Xj : 5,- —>• T which agree on U; if further SiXiDSjXj = UX 
for all i,j, then we say that [Sf, U] is strongly embeddable in T. 
Definition 1.4.2, If every amalgam of semigroups from a class C of semigroups is 
weakly [strongly] embeddable in some semigroup P e C, then C is said to have the 
weak [strong] amalgamation property. A weak [strong] amalgamation base, for a class 
C of semigroups is a semigroup C/ € C such that every amalgam of the form [5, T; U] 
from C is weakly [strongly] embeddable in a semigroup P £ C. 
Definition 1.4.3. A semigroup amalgam U = [{5,5'}; U; {i,a \ U}] consist-
ing of a semigroup 5, a subsemigroup U of 5, an isomorphic copy 5' of 5, where 
a : 5 —)• 5' be an isomorphism and i is the inclusion mapping of U into 5, is called a 
special semigroup amalgam. A class C of semigroups is said to have the special amal-
gamation property if every special semigroup amalgam in C is strongly embeddable in 
a member of C, and U is said to be a special amalgamation base in C if every special 
amalgam in C with core as [/ is strongly embeddable in C. 
It is well known that for the class C of all semigroups, each weak amalgamation 
base is also a strong amalgamation base (see [35]). 
Remark 1.4.4. A special semigroup amalgam [{5,5'}; U; {i, a \ U}] is always weakly 
embedded in 5 ([51, Chapter VII, Proposition 2.1]). 
In the last of this section, we give some important results which are central for the 
work presented in the thesis. The following celebrated result due to Isbell, known as 
Isbell's Zigzag Theorem, is of basic importance to our investigations and is the main 
tool used for studying semigroup dominions. This theorem is so important for our 
purposes that we include a full proof of it, although this proof may be found in the 
introductory text of Howie [51]. 
Result 1.4.5 ([57, Theorem 2.3] or [51, Theorem VII. 2.13]). Let U he a subsemigroup 
of a semigroup 5 and let d e S. Then d G Dom(U, 5) if and only if d G U or there 
exists a series of factorization of d as follows: 
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d = aoti = y\aiti -y\a2t2 = 2/20.3^ 2 = • • • = y-ma^m-it-m = VmO-i-n,, (1-4.1) 
where m > 1, Oj e f/ (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2m), x/j, ij G 5 (z = 1, 2 , . . . , m), and 
OQ = 2/1O1, a 2 m - l i m = 02m, 
a2i-i^i = a2iti+i, yia2i = yi+ia2i+i (1 < z < m - I). 
Such a series of factorization is called a zigzag in 5 over U with value a, length rn 
and spine ao, oi,...,a2m-
Proof. The proof in the reverse direction is just a straight forward zigzag manipula-
tion. Suppose Z is a zigzag with value d in 5 over U and that Q, (3 : S —> T are two 
semigroup morphisms such that a\U = I3\U. Then 
da = (aoti)a = coa^ia = ao/Stia = {yiai)Ptia — yi(3ai(5t\a = yij3aiatia -
yip{aiti)a = yi(3{a2t2)a = ••• = yml3{a2m-\tm)oc = ymPa2mOi = ymPcL2mP = {yma2m)P 
=dp, as required. D 
The proof of the converse part is more formidable and is momentarily delayed. To 
give the reader a Uttle more feeling for zigzag manipulation, we include the following 
surprising result. 
Result 1.4.6 ([54]). Let Z be a zigzag in 5 over U with value d and spine UQ, Oi , . . . , a2m-
If Z' be another zigzag in S over U with the same spine, then the value of Z' is also d. 
Two such zigzags are, therefore, called equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose Z is given by CQ I^ = yiQi^i = • • • = ymO'2m^ while Z' is given by 
aot[ = y[ait\ = ••• — y'^a2m, with the appropriate equahties as given by Result 1.4.5 
holding for both. Now, we have 
d = aoyi = y[aiti = y[a2t2 = ••• = y'^a2m = the value of Z', 
as required. D 
We now prepare for a proof of the Zigzag Theorem. If M is a set and 5 is a 
semigroup with identity 1, we say that M is a right S-system if there is a mapping 
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{x,s) —)• xs from M x S into S such that {xs)t = x{st) {x G A/; .s,/ e 5) and 
xl = X (x 6 M). A left S-system is defined dually. If S and T are seniigrouixs with 
identity, we say that M is an {S,T)-bisystem if it is a left 5-systein, a right T-systeni 
and for all s 6 5, t G T and x ^ M, {sx)t = s{xt). 
Let M be a right 5-systena and A'' be a left S-system. Let r be the equivalence 
relation on M x N generated by {{{xs,y), (x, sy)) : x £ M, s ^ S, y G .V}. We denote 
(M X N)/T by M (S)5 Af and call as the tensor product over S of two 5-systeni.s. The 
equivalence class {x,y)T will be denoted hy x ® y. Note that xs iS) y — x i^ sy {x e 
M, seS, ye N). 
Observe that if M is a (T, 5')-bisystem and N is an (S, C/)-bisystem, then M ^s A' 
becomes a (T, t/)-bisystem if we define t(x 0 y) = tx 0 y, {x 0 y)u = x 0 yu, for 
teT, ueU, x<S)y e M 03 N. 
If P and Q are right S-systems, we say that a map a : P —> Q is a right S-system 
morphism if for every x G P and s G 5, {xs)a = {xa)s. Similar definitions apply to 
left S-system and {S,T)-bisystem morphisms. 
Next, suppose that U is a subsemigroup of a semigroup 5 and let 5 '^^  be the 
semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity element 1 whether it has 1 or not, 
and let U^^^ = f/ U {1}; then [/^ ^^  is a subsemigroup of S^^^ We may, then, clearly 
form S(^) 0UW S^^^ and let A = S^^^ 0uw S^^l 
Result 1.4.7 ([51, Chapter VII Theorem 2.5]). If t/ is a subsemigroup of a semigroup 
5 and d G 5, then d G Dom{U, S) if and only ifd(8)l = l(8idinv^ = 5^^' ®(MI) 5' :!1) 
Proof. Suppose that d e S and d 0 I = 1 0 d in A. The tensor product A is 
(5*^ ^^  0 5'^^^)/r, where r is the equivalence relation on 5^ ^^  x 5"^ ^^  generated by 
T = {{{xu,y), {x,uy)) : x, y e S^'\ u G U^'^}. 
Let i? be a semigroup and let P,^ : S —> R be morphisms coinciding on (J. We 
can regard 0 and 7 as morphisms from 5'^^ into R'^^^ coinciding on U^^^ by defining 
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1/? = l7 = 1. Define ip : S^^^ x S^^^ -^ R^^^ by: 
It may be easily checked that T C ijj o ifj'^. Since ij; o ip-'^ is an (^ quivalenct^  
relation, the map x-^ —> R^^^ denoted by (x <8) y)x = {xp){}n), (x « y G -4) is in-
deed well defined. But, now (d<8)l)x = (l®c?)x; that is, dP = d-y and so d G Dom{U, S). 
To prove the converse, we regard the tensor product yl as an (5^^^ S'^')-bisystem 
by defining 
s{x(S)y) = sx<S)y, {x0y)s^x^ys (s, x, y e 5^^'). 
Let {Z{A), +) be the free abelian group on A. The abehan group Z{A) inherits 
an {S^^\ S'^ ^^)-bisystem structure from A if we define 
s(Eziai) = Ezi{sai), {T.Ziai)s = T,Zi{ais), 
for all s e S'(^ ) and T^ziai G Z{A). Observe that, for x, y G Z{A) and s G 5'^', we have 
s{x + y) = SX +sy, {x-\-y)s — xs + ys. (1-4-2) 
Next, we define a binary operation on 5^ ^^  x Z{A) by 
{P,x){q,y)^{pq,py + xq). (1.4.3) 
Using the statements labeled (1.4.2) and (1.4.3), one verifies that this operation 
makes 5^ ^^  x Z{A) a semigroup with identity (1,0). 
We now consider two homomorphisms /? and 7 from S^^^ into 5^^' x Z{A) and show 
that p\U = ^\U. Define p by sP = (s,0) (s G S^^^). Then, clearly, p is a morphism. 
Also define 7 by 57 = (s, s(l (g) 1) - (1 (g) l)s) (s G 5^^'). To show that 7 is a morphism, 
we denote 1 (gi 1 by a. Now using the statements (1.4.2) and (1.4.3), we verify that 
{s,sa - as){t,ta - at) = {st,s{ta - at) + {sa - as)t) = {st,{st)a - a{st)). U u G L''^', 
then 
w(l (g) 1) = u (g) 1 = lii (g) 1 = 1 (g> ul = (1 (g) l)u, 
and so uP = uj. Removing identities gives two morphisms P and 7 from 5 into 
5 X Z{A) such that uP = u^ for all u G [/, If d G Dom{U, S), we must therefore have 
that dp = d-y; that is, d (g) 1 = 1 (g) d, as required. D 
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We may now complete the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. Take d G Dom{U,S). 
By Result 1.4.3, we have that d^l = l<S)din the tensor product A = 5*'' sg), .n 5 ' " . 
Hence, the pair (1, rf) and (d, 1) are connected by a finite sequence of steps of the form 
{xu,y)-^ {x,uy), (1-4.4) 
or of the form 
{x,uy)-^ {xu,y). (1.4.5) 
If we have two successive steps 
{xu,y) -)• {x,uy) = {zv,uy) -)• {z,vuy), 
of the first type, we may achieve the same effect with a single step of this type; 
{xu,y) = {zvu,y) -> {z,vuy). 
A similar remark applies to the other case. Consequently, we may assume that 
steps of the two types occur alternately in the sequence connecting {\,d) to (d, 1). 
The first and last steps must have the form 
(l,d) = (l,uy) —> {u,y) and {x,u) -> (xw, 1) = (d, 1) respectively. 
Hence the statement that l®d = d®l is equivalent to the statement that (1, rf) 
is connected to (d, 1) by a sequence of the steps as follows: 
(l,(i) = (l,ooii) ^ (ao,ii) 
= (yiai,^i)-> (yi,ai^i) 
= (^1,02*2)-> (yia2,<2) 
= {yia2i-i,ti)-^ {yi,a2i-iti) 
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= {yi,ci2iti+i)-^ {yia2i,U+i) 
= {ym,a2m) - > {yma2m, 1) = {d, I) 
where ao,...,a2m € [/'^\ yi,---,ym, ti,...,tm e 5^^ ;^ and where d = aoti, a^ = 
yiCi, a2m-itm = Ci2m, ymO-2m = d and a2i-\ti = a2iti+i, yia2i = yi+ia'2i+i [r = 
l , 2 , . . . , m - l ) . 
Without loss we may assume that each Oj G L'^ , since a transition of type (14.4) 
or of type (1.4.5) with a = 1 may be deleted. If any yi = 1, let yk be the last y, that is 
equal to 1, then we have a subsequence of the sequence above as follows: 
(l,d) ->•••• -> (l,a2A:ifc+i) (but ending in (l,a2m) when k = m). 
Note that, if {p,q) and {r,s) are connected by steps of the form (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) 
then pq = rs. In the present instance this gives d = a2kt2k+i (or d = a2m)', hence this 
sequence merely connects {l,d) to {d,l) and so may be deleted. What remains is a 
sequence in which no yi is 1. 
A dual argument now ensures that we may construct the sequence from (l,(i) to 
{d, 1) so that no tj is 1. This completes the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. • 
In whatever follows, we shall refer to equations (1.4.1) as the zigzag 
equations. 
RemcU-k 1.4.8. The above Zigzag Theorem is also valid in the category of all com-
mutative semigroups (Howie and Isbell [54]). 
Dominions is also characterized in terms of special semigroup amalgams. 
Result 1.4.9([42, Theorem 4.2.4]. Let U he a, subsemigroup of 5. Then d is in 
Dom{U, S) if and only if for every weak embedding of the special amalgam [S, S'\ U] 
into some semigroup W by monomorphisms A : S —> W, X : S' —> W, we have 
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dX = dX. 
Remark 1.4.10. From Result 1.4.9, we see that a semigroup U is dosed in S if and 
only if the special amalgam [{5,5"}; U\ {i,a | U}] is embeddable, whereupon it follows 
that U is a special amalgamation base if and only if U is absolutely closed, what is even 
more, results about amalgams may have corollaries for epis: every inverse semigroup 
is an amalgamation base implies that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed; every 
amalgam of inverse semigroups is strongly embeddable in an inverse semigrouj) implies 
that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed in the category of all inverse semigroups 
for instance. 
The result due to Isbell [57], which provided a very interesting characterization of 
dominions in terms of special semigroup amalgams, is as follows: 
Result 1.4.11 ([51, Chapter VII, Theorem 2.2]). Let t/ be a subsemigroup of a 
semigroup 5. let 5 ' be a semigroup disjoint from 5 and let a : 5 —> S' be an 
isomorphism. Let P = S *u S', the free product of the amalgam 
W = [{5,5'}; U;{i,a\U}], 
where i is the inclusion mapping of U into 5, and let //, / / 'be the natural monomor-
phisms from 5, 5 ' into P respectively. Then 
(Sfi n 5 ' / i>"^ = Dom{U, 5). 
In [80], Scheiblich had shown, by zigzag manipulations, that the class of all normal 
bands was closed. We provide the proof of this result as we have generalized this result 
to some categories of bands. 
Result 1.4.12 ([80, Theorem 4.1]). Let B be a normal band and let A be subband 
of B. Then Dom{A, B) = A. 
Proof. Take any d G Dom{A, B)\A. As d e Dom{A, B) \ A, we may let, by Result 
1.4.5, (1.4.1) be a zigzag of length m over U with value d. Now 
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d ^ (P 
Y{{xia2i-iyi) 
1 = 1 
m 
(xiai)(aiyi) n(^j«2i-i2/i) 
t=2 
(xiai)(a2y2) n(^i^2i-i2/j) 
t=2 
(xiai)(a2) n(^i02i-iyi) 
i=2 
m 
(a:iaia2)(x2a3)(a3t/2) 11 {^i<^2i-iyi) 
i=3 
(Xiai02)(x2a3)(a4y3) H (a;ia2i-i2/i) 
i=3 
= (xiaia2)(x2a3a4) n(2;i02i-i2/i) 
j = 3 
2 m 
= [ n (3^1^21-1021)] [n(^ia2i-iyi)] 
i=l i=3 
T T l — 1 
[ n {^ia2i-ia2i)\{Xma2m-l){0'2m-iym) 
!=1 
m—1 
[ n {XiO'2i-ia2t)]{Xm-ia2m-2){a2m) 
i = l 
m—1 m 
[ n {Xia2i-ia2i)][ n <^ 2i] 
i = l i=Tn—1 
m - 2 m 
[ n (2 ; i«2 i - i a2 i ) ] (2 ;m- i a2m-3a2m-2) [ Yi a2i] 
1=1 t=rri—1 
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m-2 m 
[ n iXia2i-\0,2i)]{Xm-2a2m-4)[ f l <^2i] 
1=1 i=m—1 
m—2 m 
[ n {2;ia2x-ia2i)][ H «2t] 
2=1 i=m—2 
(xiai)(a2) n «2t 
i=2 
aooa n «2i 
i=2 
m 
n «2i € v4 
i=0 
as required. • 
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CHAPTER 2 
ON CLOSED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The present chapter envisages several results on closed semigroups. In 1962, Howie 
[44] showed that the amalgam [5, T; U] is embeddable if U is almost unitary m S and 
V = {U(p) is almost unitary in T which implied that almost unitary subsemigroup of a 
semigroup is closed in the containing semigroup. In Section 2.2, we provide, by using 
zigzag manipulations, new and direct proof of this result and show that th(^  special 
semigroup amalgam U = {{S,S'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is almost unitary 
in S. 
In Section 2.3, we provide, by zigzag manipulations, a new and direct algebraic 
proof of [78, Corollary 6.5] and show that the special semigroup amalgam 
hi = [{S,S'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is quasi-unitary in S. This gen-
erahzes the result of Section 2.2 which shows that the special semigroup amalgam 
U = [{S,S'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is almost unitary in S. 
In Section 2.4, we find some closed classes of bands. First, we prove that the class 
of all left[right] regular bands is closed. Then we extend this result by showmg that 
the class of all left[right] quasinormal bands is closed. We also show that the class of 
all VFL[H /^?] regular bands is closed and that the class of all left[right] regular bands 
is closed in the class of all regular bands. Lastly, we generalize this result by establish-
ing that the class of all left [right] regular bands is closed in the class of all left [right] 
semiregular bands. 
In Section 2.5, we show that the class of all semigroups satisfying the heterotypical 
identity xyz = xz, which contains the class of all rectangular bands, is closed. 
In the last Section, we study some results based on closed semigroups satisfying 
the homotypical identity. First, we have shown that the class of all semigroups sat-
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isfying the homotypical identity axa = ax[axa = xa], which contains the class of all 
left[right] regular bands, is closed. Next, we generalize the result by showing that the 
class of all semigroups satisfying the homotypical identity axy = axay[yxa — yaxa], 
which contains the class of all left [right] quasinormal bands, is closed. 
§ 2.2. ALMOST UNITARY SEMIGROUPS 
Isbell characterized the notion of dominions in terms of special semigroup amal-
gams and shown that every amalgam is not strongly embeddable in general, see [51] 
for more details. Howie [44] had shown that if the core U of the amalgam [S, T; U] is 
almost unitary in S and V is almost unitary in T, then the amalgam is embeddable. 
Infact, he proved the following: 
Result 2.2.1 ([44, Theorem 3.3]). The amalgam [S, T; U] is embeddable if U is almost 
unitary in S and V{= Ucj)) is almost unitary in T. 
Definition 2.2.2 ([51, VII.3]). A subsemigroup U of a semigroup S is said to be almost 
unitary if there exist mappings A : S —>• S, p : S —> S such that 
{AUl): X' = X,p' = p; 
{AU2) : X{st) = {Xs)t, {st)p = s{tp) Vs,i e S; 
{AU3) : X{sp) = {Xs)p for every s G 5 ; 
{AUA): s{Xt)=-{sp)t ys,teS; 
(AUd): X\U=p\U = Iu\ 
{AUQ): U is unitary in XSp. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let [/ be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S. If U is almost-unitary 
in 5, then U is closed in S. 
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Proof. To show that U is closed in 5, take any d 6 Dom{U, S) \ U. As d is in 
Dom[U,S) \ U, we may let, by Result 1.4.5, (1-4.1) be a zigzag of length in over U 
with value d. Since OQ G U, we have 
oo = A(ao) 
= A(xiai) 
= (A(xi))ai 
= (A(xi))A(ai) 
= (A(xi))p)ai 
= (Axip)ai 
(from (AU5)) 
(from the zigzag equations) 
(from (AU2)) 
(from (AU5)) 
(from (AU4)) 
(from (AU3)). 
Therefore, (Aa;ip)ai G U. Hence, by (AUG), Xxip G U. 
Now 
(Axip)a2 = A(xi)(A(a2)) 
= (A(xi))a2 
= Hxia2) 
= A(x2a3) 
= (A(x2))a3 
= (A(x2))A(a3) 
= (Ax2p)a3 
(from (AU4)) 
(from (AU5)) 
(from (AU2)) 
(from the zigzag equations) 
(from (AU2)) 
(from (AU5)) 
(from (AU4) and (AU3)) 
Ax2P eU (by (AU6)). 
Continuing this way, we have 
XxmP G U. (2.2.1) 
Now, we have 
d = aoVi 
= A(ao)2/i (by (AU5)) 
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= A(xiai)yi (by the zigzag equations) 
= (A(xi)ai)yi (by(AU2)) 
= {XixMa,))y, (by(AU5)) 
= mx,))p)am (by(AU4)) 
= (Axip)aiyi (by(AU3)) 
= {Xxip)a2y2 (by the zigzag equations) 
= {{Xxip)a2)y2 
= {{\x2p)az)y2 (by (AU4),(AU5) and by the zigzag equations) 
= [\x2p)azy2 
= {XXmp)a2m-\ym 
= {XXmP)a2m-
Since, by equation (2.2.1), XxmP G U, we have {XxmP)0'2m. ^ U. 
^ deU. 
Hence, Dom{U, S) = U, as required. • 
§ 2.3. QUASI UNITARY SEMIGROUPS 
In [78, Corollary 6.5], Renshaw had shown that the amalgam [U;Si] is strongly 
embeddable if U is quasi-unitary in each Si which impHed that a quasi-unitary sub-
semigroup is closed in any containing semigroup. We, now, provide a new and direct 
algebraic proof of this result, by zigzag manipulations, and show that the special semi-
group amalgam U = [{5,5'}; U; {i,a \ U}] is embeddable if U is quasi-unitary in S. 
This generalizes [5, Theorem 2.1]. 
Definition 2.3.1 ([51, Exercises 11.13]). A subsemigroup f/ of a semigroup S is called 
right unitary [left unitary] if 
(Vu e [/)(Vs eS) sueU^se U[us eU ^ seU]. 
A subsemigroup of a semigroup is said to be unitary if it is both left and right unitary. 
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Definition 2.3.2 ([53, Chapter 8]). A subsemigroup f/ of a semigroup S is said to be 
quasi-unitary if there is a {U*, [/*)-morphism (j): S* ^ S* such that 
(Vw G [/)(Vs e 5) us G C/ ^ s0 e t/; 
{Wu e t/)(Vs e 5) su e t/ => s0 G t/. 
Trivially every unitary subsemigroup is quasi-unitary with 0 as the identit}' map of S*. 
Further if U is any quasi-unitary subsemigroup of S with 0 : 5* -^ 5* as a {U*.U*)-
morphism, then for any u ^ U 
u0 = (ixl)0 = u(10) = ul = u. (2.3.1) 
Therefore, for all u E U and s G 5, we have 
{us)(j) — u{s(j)), {su)(p = {s(l))u. (2.3.2) 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let U he a quasi-unitary subsemigroup of a semigroup S. Let S' be 
a semigroup disjoint from S and let a : 5 —> 5 ' be an isomorphism. If P = 5 *( 5", 
the free product of the amalgam 
U = [{S,S'}- U; {i,a\U}], 
where i is the inclusion mapping of U into S, and let //, fx' be the natural monomor-
phisms from S, S' respectively into P, then 
5/x n S'fx' = Un; i.e. 
the amalgam U is embeddable in a semigroup. 
Proof. To prove the theorem, we essentially show that U is closed in S. So take any 
d G DoTn{U,S) \U. As de Dom{U,S) \ U, we may let, by Result 1.4.5, (1.4.1) be a 
zigzag of minimal length m over U with value d. Since UQ G U, we have 
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ao = cbQcf) (by equalities (2.3.1)) 
= (xiai)0 (from zigzag equations) 
= (xi0)ai (by equalities (2.3.2)) (2.3.3) 
{xi(p)a2 = {x\a2)(p (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= (^203)0 (from zigzag equations) 
= (X20)a3 (by equalities (2.3.2)) (2.3.4) 
m-i(J'2m-2)4' (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
i)(p (from zigzag equations) 
= {xm(t>)a2m-i (by equalities (2.3.2)) (2.3.5) 
{xm<t>)ci2m = {Xma2m)4> (by cqualities (2.3.2)) 
= dcf). (from zigzag equations) (2.3.6) 
Now, by equation (2.3.3), we have 
(xi0)(/) G f/ =J> xi(j? E U =>xi(l)eU. 
Similarly, from equations (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), we get X 2 0 , x ^ 0 e U. 
Then, from equation (2.3.6), we have # = (x^0)a2m € U. (2.3.7) 
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d = aoVi 
= (ao)0yi 
= {xiai)(l)yi 
= (xi0)aiyi 
= {xi4))a2y2 
(by equalities (2.3.1)) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(by equalities (2.3.2)) 
(by zigzag equations) 
= ((xia2)0)t/2 (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= {{X2az)(i))y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= (x20)a3y2 (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= {Xm-\(t>)a2m-zym-l 
= {xm-i(p)a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= {xm-ia2m-2)(pym (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= {Xma2m-i)(pym (by zigzag equations) 
= {xm(t))a2m-iym (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= {Xm4>)a2m (by zigzag equations) 
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= (Xma2m)0 (by equalities (2.3.2)) 
= d(t). 
Therefore, from equation (8), d = d(f) E: U. 
Hence Dom{U, S) = U, as required. 
§ 2.4. CLASSES OF BANDS 
In [80], Scheiblich had shown, by using zigzag manipulations, that the class of all 
normal bands is closed. We extend this result for the class of all left [right] regular 
bands and show, by using zigzag manipulations, that the class of all left[rightl regular 
bands is closed. 
Now we recall some definitions of various types of bands that we need no describe 
our forthcoming results. A band B is said to be 
(1) left [right] semiregular band if efg = efgegfg[gfe = gfgegfe] V e, / , 5 t B; 
(2) regular band if efge = efege \/ e,f,g ^ B; 
(3) left [right] seminormal band if efg = efgeg[gfe = gegfe] \/ e, f,g e D\ 
(4) left[right] quasinormal band if efg = efeg[gfe = gefe] \/ e,f,g e B] 
(5) WL[WR]- regular band if efg = efege[fge = efege] y e,f,g e B; 
(6) left[right] regular band if ef — efe[fe = efe] ^ e,f,g e B. 
For further details and others, one may refer to [72], [93] and [94]. 
Theorem 2.4.1. The class of all left regular bands is closed. 
Proof. Let B be a left regular band and A he a. subband of B; and It^ t d is in 
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Dom{A,B) \ A. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in B over 
A with value d of length m. Now 
XiOiJ/i (by the zigzag equations) 
xiaiaiyi 
xiaia2y2 (by the zigzag equations) 
xiCiXiCaya (as B is a left regular band) 
xiaiX2a3y2 (by the zigzag equations) 
= xiaiX2a3a3y2 
= x\aiXia2asy2 (by the zigzag equations) 
Xiaia2azy2 (as B is a left regular band) 
= 0002(03^2) (by the zigzag equations) 
(n«2i)(a32/2) 
i=0 
m-2 
( n (J'2i){a2m-3ym-l) 
i=0 
00^204 • • • 0'2m-'iO'2m-3ym-l 
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= Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-402m-2ym (by the zigzag equations) 
= XiaiXiU^a^ • • • a2m-iO'2m-2ym (as B is a left regular band) 
X i a i X 2 a 3 a 4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xi01X203X204 • • • Xr,i-20-2m-iO'2m-2ym (a^ B is a left regular band) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • X m - i a 2 m - 3 0 2 m - 2 y m (by the zigzag equations) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-\a2m-zXm-\a2m-2ym (as B is a left regular band) 
= Xia iX2a3X2a4 • • • XmCi2m-2^mO'2m-iym (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xia iX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m-lO'2Tn-iym 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xm-ia2m-2a2m-iym (by the zizag equations) 
= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3a2m-2{a2m-iym) (as B is a left regular band) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • 2;m-2a2m-4a2m-2(a2m) (by the zigzag equations) 
— X i a i X 2 a 3 a 4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2a2m (by the zigzag equations) 
— X i a i X i a 2 a 4 • • • a2m-4Q2m-2a2m (by the zigzag equations) 
— Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-4<i2m-202m (as B is a left regular band) 
aoa2a.4 " • • 02m-402m-202m (by the zigzag equations) 
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= n a2t G A. 
i = 0 
d e A. Therefore, Dom{A, B) = A. Hence the theorem is proved. D 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.2. The class of all right regular bands is closed. c 
In the following, we extend Theorem 2.4.1 for the class of all left [right] quasinor-
mal bands and show that the special semigroup amalgam [{5, S"}; U; {z, a | 0'}] of a 
left [right] quasinormal band is embeddable in a left [right] quasinormal band . 
Theorem 2.4.3. Let B be a left quasinormal band and let A he a subband of B. Then 
Dom{A, B) = A. 
Proof. Take any d e Dom{A,B) \ A. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1 4.1) be a 
zigzag in B over A with value d of minimal length m. Now 
d = aoyi 
aoaoVi (as A is a band) 
XiUiXiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiXia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
XiaiX2azy2 (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaiX2a:ia-iy2 (as A is a band) 
XiaiXia2azy2 (by zigzag equations) 
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= XiOi02a3y2 
= aoa2a3y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= 0002(03 /^2) (by the zigzag equations) 
n a2i(a3y2) 
i=0 
m-2 
n CL2i{a2m-3ym-l) 
i=0 
= 000204 • • • a2Tn-4<l2m-3ym-l 
= X i a i a 2 0 4 • • • 02m-4a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= XlOiXi02a4 • • • a2m-iCL2m-2ym 
= 2:101X20304 •• • a2m-402m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOiX203j:2a4 • • • ^ m - 2 a 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 2 y m 
XiOiX203X2a4 • • • Xm-\a2m-iCi2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
— X1O1X2O3X2O4 • • • Xm-lO'2m-3Xm~lO-2m-2ym 
= ^101X203X204 • • • x^_i02m-32;ma2m-iym (by zigzag equatious) 
= xiaiX2a3X204 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m-iCt2m-iym (as A is a band) 
X1O1X2O3X2O4 • • • x^_ia2m-3a;m-ia2m-2(a2m-iym) (by zigzag equations) 
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= XiaiX2a3X2ai • • • Xm-ia2Tn-30'2m-2{a2m-iym) 
= xiaiX2a3a4 • • • Xm-2a2m-4a2m-2ici2m~iym) (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiXia2a4 • • • a2m-AO'2m-2{o.2m-iym) (by zigzag equations) 
= X\aia2ai • • • (l2m-iO,2m-2{0'2m-iym) 
ao(l20"l • • • 0,2m-iO'2m-2{0'2m-iym) (by zigzag equations; 
ni—l 
n a 2 i ( a 2 m - i y m ) 
t=0 
m—1 
n «2i(a2m) 
t=0 
(by zigzag equations^ 
n a2i e A. 
i=0 
=^ de A. Hence Dom{A, B) = A . 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let B be a right quasinormal band and let A be a subband of B. 
Then Dom{A, B) = A. D 
The class of all WL[WR]-regular bands contains the class of all left [right] regular 
bands and is contained in the class of all regular bands. In the following theorem, we 
generalize Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, by establishing that all the class of all WL[WR]-
regular bands is closed. 
Theorem 2.4.5. The class V of all WL- regular bands is closed. 
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Proof. Take any U,S e V with U a subsemigroup of S and let d e Dom{U. S) \ U. 
Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d oi 
minimal length m. Now 
d = aoVi 
= XiaiVi (by zigzag equations) 
XiCiait/i (since Oi G S) 
Xiaia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiXia2Xiy2 (since Xi,ai ,a2 G 5) 
= XiaiX2a3Xiy2 (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2aiaiXiy2 (since 03 G 5) 
= XiaiXia2a3Xiy2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xiaia2a3y2 (since Xj,01,0203 G 5) 
= 000203^2 (by zigzag equations) 
n a2i(flays) 
i=0 
m-2 
n 02i(a2 m— 3Z/m-l) 
i=0 
000204 • • • a2m-4(a2m-2?/m) (by zigzag equations) 
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= Xiaia2ai • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaiXia2Xiai • • • a2m-'iO'2m-2ym (since xi,ai,a2 e 5) 
= XiaiX2a3Xia4 • • • a2m-iO'2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaiX2azXiX2aiX2aQ • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (since X2,03X1,04 G S) 
= XiaiX2a3XiX2a4X2ae • • • Xm-2a2m-ia2m-2ym 
= XiaiX2a3X2ai • • • Xm-\a2Tn-zCL2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2azX2a^ • • • Xm-\a2m-ZXm-\a2m-2Xm-\ym (sinCC Xm-i, a2m-3, 0271-2 ^ 5) 
= xiaxX2aiX2ai • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m-iXm-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m~ia2m-lXm-iym (sinCe G2m-1 G S) 
= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xni-ia2m-3Xm-ia2m-2a2m-iXm-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2a3X2ai • • • Xm-ia2m-3a2m-20'2m-iym{smce Xm-1, a2m-3, Ci2m-2a2vi- I € 5") 
= XiaiX2asX2a4 • • • Xm-20'2m-iCL2m-2a2m (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2a3XiX2a4X2aQ • • • a2m-iO'2m-2Q-2m 
— XiaiX2a3Xia4a6 • • • a2m-4a2m-2a2m (since X2,03 e 5) 
= xia\Xia2Xiai • • • a2m-iO'2m-2Q'2m (by zigzag equations) 
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= Xiaia2a4--•a2m-4a2m-2a2m (since Xi,ai,a2 e 5) 
= aoa2ai • • • a2m-ia2m-2a2m (by zigzag equations) 
m 
= n a2i e U. 
i=0 
^ deU. Hence Dom(^, 5) = f/. ^ 
We may also prove the following dual statement of the Theorem 2.4.5. 
Theorem 2.4.6. The class V of all WR- regular bands is closed. • 
As we have shown that the classes of all left [right] regular bands, left [right] 
quasinormal bands and WL[WR]-regular bands are closed, so, it is natural to ask 
about the closedness of the class of all regular bands. 
We, now, provide a partial answer to the above question and show that the class 
of all left [right] regular bands is closed within the class of all regular bands. 
Following lemma is very useful to prove our main result. 
Lemma 2.4.7. Let U he a left regular band and S be any regular band such that U 
be a subband of S. If for d e Dom{U,S)\U and (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U of 
minimal length m, then 
m—\ m-l m—l 
( 1 1 0.2i)ym = ( H 0.2i)0'2m-\{a2m-iO'2m-& ' ' ' CL20'o){Y\ (^2i)ym-
i=0 1=0 1=0 
Proof. Now 
m—l 
( n (^2i)ym 
i=0 
= aoa2fl4 • • • 0'2m-40'2m-2ym 
= Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
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= {xiaia^fai • • • a2m-4a2m-2?/m (as 5 is a band) 
= Xiai{a2XiXiaia2)a4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2j/m 
= {xiai){a2Xia2Xiaia2)a4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (as S is a regular band) 
= {Xiaia2){Xia2Xiaia2a4) • • • a2m-AO'2m-2ym 
= {xiaia2)ix2a3Xiaia2a4) • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (Uy zigzag eciuations) 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4){x2a3Xiaia2a4) • • • a2m-4Ci2m-2ym (as 5 is a band) 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2al){x2a3Xiaia2a4) • • • a2m-40'2m-2ym 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4a4X2){a3Xiaia2a4) • • • a2m-40,2m-2ym 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4X2a4X2){azXiaia2a4) • • • a2m-4a-2m-2yrn 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
= {Xiaia2){x2azxiaia2a4){x3ac,x2azxxaia2a4a%) • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym 
(by zigzag equations) 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4){x3a5X2a3Xiaia2a4ae) • • • a,2m-40-2m-2ym 
(as 5 is a band) 
= {x\aia2)[x2a3Xiaia2a4) •••{x 
m-lO'2m—3-^m-2^2m-b ' ' ' X20,3Xi(li(l2(l4 ' ' ' (l2in-2 lyvi 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4) • • • {xm-ia2m-3 • • • 2:203X1010204 • • • a2m-2) ym 
(as 5 is a band) 
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m - 1 rn-l 
{xiaia2) • • • {xm-ia2m-3 • • • X2a3{ n a2i)){Xm-\a2m-3 • • • X2a3{ n (^2i))yvi 
i=0 j=0 
m - 2 " ' - 1 
(0 :10102) • • • X „ , _ i ( a 2 m - 3 - • •a;2a3( n 0'2i))a-2m-2Xm-\{0'2m-Z- • • ^2a3{ 0 "'2,))ym 
1=0 i=0 
(xiaia2)•••(x )^2y m 
m-2 " i - l 
(where 21 = 02^-3 • • • X2a3{ FI "2i) and 22 = a2m-3 • • • J'in-A 0 "21)) 
= (xiaia2) • • • (x„_i2ix^_ia2m-2a:m-i)22ym (as 5 is a regular band) 
= {xiaia2) • • • {xm-iZiXma2m-iXm-i)z2ym (by zigzag eciuations) 
= (xiaia2) • • • {xm-iZiXm{al^_-^)xm-i)z2ym (as U is a band) 
= (xiaia2) • • • {xm-iZiXm-ia2m-20'2m-iXm-i)z2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= (^10102) • • • {x,n-iZia2m-2a2m~iXm-i)z2ym (as 5 is a regular band) 
771—1 
= ( 3 :10102) • • • ( X ^ _ i 2 i 0 2 7 7 1 - 2 0 2 7 7 1 - i a ; m - l ) ( 0 2 7 7 i - 3 • " • X2a3{ f ] 0'2i))ym 
7 = 0 
7 7 1 - 1 
(since 22 = 02^-3 • • • 2:2^ 3( O (^2i)) 
i=0 
7 7 1 - 1 
= ( 2 ; i a i 0 2 ) • • •X,r7-l2ia2777-2a277i-l(a;r7i-2a2r7i-42;m-2a277i-5 " ' ' X 2 a 3 ( 0 (^2i))Vm 
7=0 
(by zigzag equations as x•n^ _ 102^-3 = J'ni 2"2ni-4) 
= (xiai02)-- • ^m-1 Q 2 m - 3 (2^77i-2'23Q277i- l 3^m-20277 i -42 :m-2 ) •^ S /^rTi 
777-2 
(as 2i = a2r7i-3 • • • a^ 2a3( 0 2^7) and where 
i=0 
• 1 1 - 1 
Zz = 02771-52^777-302777-7 • • • a^2a3( n "27 ) ) 
i=0 
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( x i a i 0 2 ) - - )z3y m 
(as Xm-2,23a2m-i,a2m-4 ^ 5 and 5 is a regular band) 
( x i a i a 2 ) - - • X,,i_iG2m—sl-^m—2*^201—S-^m—32'4^2m—1^2m—4'^m—20'2m—S-^ni-SJ^lJ/r?! 
77!— 1 
(where z^ — 02777-7 • • • •i'2a3( [1 ^^ -'^  ^^ 1*^  ^^ 
r7i— 1 
23 = a2m-52 ;m-3«2m-7 " " " -^203( H ^2i)) 
1=0 
( X i a i a 2 ) • • • Xr„-ia277i-32^m-3fi2m-6(^m-324a2m-1^2r7i-42^m-3a2m-62-'m-3)24y777 
(by zigzag equations) 
{X\aia2) • • • Xm-l(l2m-3Xm-iO'2m-6\^m-3Z4a2m-l(i'2m-AO'2m-6Xm-3)ZAym 
(since Xm-3, Z4a2m-iO'2m-4,ci2m-6 G S and as 5 is a regular band) 
7 7 1 - 1 7 7 7 - ; 
(xiaia2) • • • (xm-ia2m-3 • • • 2;2a3( 11 a2i))a27n-i(a2m-4a277i-6 • • • a2ao( O a27))y77i 
1=0 (=0 
= {xiaia2) • • • zea2m-iZ5ym 
m - l 177-1 
(where z^ = a2m-iCL2m-e • • • a2ao( 11 (^2i) and ZQ = Xm-ia2m-3 • • • a:2a3( 0 ^27)) 
i=0 i=0 
= {xiaia2){x2a3Xiaia2a4) • • • ZQa2m-\Z^ym 
= (xiaia2Xia2Xi)ai02a4 • • • Z(,a2m-iz-,ym (by zigzag equations) 
= {xiaxa2a2Xi)aia2a4 • • • Z(,a2m-\Z-,ym (as 5 is a regular band) 
= (xiaia2)(xiaia2)a4 • • • ZQa2m-\Z^ym (as ao e 5) 
= (xiaia2)a4 • • • ZQa2m-\z-,ym (as 5 is a band) 
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000204 • • • Z6a2m-iZ5ym (bv zlgzEg equatioiis) 
m—1 
000204 • • • ( X m - i a 2 m - 3 " " " X2a3{ [ ] 0 2 j ) ) a 2 m - l 2 5 y m 
i=0 
III--1 
( a s 26 = Xm-ia2m-3 " " " X2a3{ 0 «2z)) 
(=0 
= (000204 • • • a2m-4Q2m-2)l2m-l252/7i 
m—1 
— (000204 • • • 02m-6f l2m-4Q2m-2)a2m- l ( a2m-4a2m-6 " " " 02Qo( H ^2i))j/m 
i=0 
( a s 25 = 0 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 6 " " " a20o( f l ^^ai)) 
i=0 
m—1 m—1 
= ( n a2 i )<^2m-l (a2m-4a2m-6 " " " a2ao ) ( JJ a2i)ym, 
i=0 1=0 
as required. • 
Theorem 2.4.8. Let V be the class of all left regular bands and C be the class of all 
regular bands. Then V is C-closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be a left regular band and a regular band respectively with U a 
subband of 5. Take any d G Dom{U, S) \ U. Then, by Result L4.5, we may let (1.4.1) 
be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = oo2/i 
= XiOiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOiOiy i 
= Xi01022/2 (by zigzag equations) 
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= (xiaia2) yg 
= {xiaia2Xi){aia2y2) 
= {xiaiXia2Xi)aia2y2 
= xiaiX2a3Xiaia2y2 
= {xiaiX2alxi)aia2y2 
= {xiaiXia2a3Xi)aia2y2 
= {xiaia2a3Xi)aia2y2 
= 00020300022/2 
= Oo0203?/2 
= Xiai02a4y3 
= (3^1^102)^041/3 
= (a;iaia2Xi)oia2a4y3 
= (xiOiXi02Xi)ai02a4y3 
= XiOiX203Xiaia2a4?/3 
= XiOi(x203XiOia2a4) 2/3 
(as 5 is a band) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as L'^  is a left regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a band) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a band) 
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Xiai{x2a3Xiaia2aiX2){a3Xiaia2a4)y3 
xiai{x2a3Xiaia2X2aiX2){a3Xiaia2a4)y3 
Xiai{x2a3Xiaia2X3a5X2)a3Xiaia2a4y3 
= xiai{x2azXiaia2X3alx2)a3Xiaxa2aiy3 
= xiai{x2a3Xiaia2X2aia5X2)a3Xiaia2a4y3 
= xiai{x2a3Xiaia2a4a5X2)a3Xiaia2aiy3 
3;iaiXia2(xi 01020405X102X1)0102042/3 
XiOiXia2 (2^1^10204 fl5022;i)Oi0204y3 
(xiaiXi02Xi)ai02a4a5020o0204y3 
(XiOi02Xi)oi02040502ao0204y3 
(O0O2) 0405020002047/3 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as S is a band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as 5 is a regular band) 
(by zigzag equations) 
= (0002)00020405000204^/3 {as U is a band) 
0002040500^2042/3 (as [/ is a left regular band) 
= 000204052/3 (as [/ is a left regular band) 
O0O2O4 • • • a2m-402m-32/m-l 
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= 000204 • • • a2m-iO'2m-2ym (^ ',V zigZEg (XlUatlOIls) 
m—1 
( n a2i)ym 
1=0 
m - 1 m - 1 
( n a2i)(a2m-ia2m-4a2m-6 """ o.2ao){ n a2i)ym (by l(>inaia 2.1] 
i=0 t=0 
m—1 m—1 
( n a2i)wi( n (^2i)ym (where Wi = a2m-ia2m-4a2m-6'"" a^oo) 
i=0 i=0 
m—1 m—1 
( n (^2i)'^\ym (as n ^2i,'f^i £ t/ and ^ is a left regular band) 
t=0 t=0 
m - 3 
( n <^2 i ) (a2m-4a2m-2a2m- ia2m-4)a2 
1=0 
( a s Wi = a 2 m - i a 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 6 " ' ' 02^0) 
m - 3 
( n (^2i)iO'2m-40'2m-20'2m-l)0'2m-6 ' ' ' 0200^7] 
i=0 
(as a2m-4,a2m-2a2m-i ^ t/ and L'^  is a left regular band) 
771—1 
( n 021)02771-1^2771-6 • • • ^ 2002/71 
i=0 
771 — 4 
( n 'i2i)(a277i-6a277i-4a2m-2fl27n-ia277i-6)'• •^2002/71 
i=0 
771-4 
( n 02 i ) ( a2m-6a2m-4a2m-2a277 i - l ) a2m-8" • •^2002/71 
i=0 
( a s 02m-6 , a2m-4a277i-2a277i-i G U a n d U is a left r e g u l a r b a u d ) 
771—1 
( n 021)^^2771-102771-8 • • • 0200^^ 
i=0 
771—1 
( n 027)02 T7j-l020o2/n 
1=0 
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= 0002(04 • • • O 2 m - 4 0 2 m - 2 a 2 m - l ) a 2 a o y m 
= 0002(04 • • • a2m-4O-2m-2O'2m-l)O'0ym 
(as 02, (04 • • •a2m-4a2m-2a2m-i) G U and U is a left regular band) 
= 00(0204 • • • a2m-4(J'2m-2(i2m-l)O'0ym 
= 00(0204 • • • 02m-4Q2m-2a2m- l )ym 
(as Oo, (02O4 • • • 02m-4a2m-2a2m-i) ^ U and U is a left regular band) 
= 000204 • • • a2m-4fl2m-2( ' l2m-l2/m) 
= 000204 • • • 02m-4a2m-2(a2m) (by zigzag equations) 
m 
i=0 
^ deU. Hence Dom{U, S) = U. • 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.9. Let V be a class of right regular bands and C be a class of all regular 
bands. Then V is C-dosed. • 
In the following, we extend Theorems 2.4.8 and 2.4.9 by establishing that the class 
of all left [right] regular bands is closed within the class of all left [right] semiregular 
bands. 
Theorem 2.4.10. Let V be a class of left regular bands and C be the class oi' all left 
semiregular bands. Then V is C-closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be a left regular band and left semiregular band respectively with 
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t/ asubband of 5 and let d e Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.i; 
be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aoyi 
xiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
Xva^yi 
Xiaia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= {xiaia2Xia2aia2)y2 (as 5 is a left semiregular band) 
{xiaia2X2a3aia2)y2 (by zigzag equations as Xia2 = ^203) 
= {xiaia2X2a3a3aia2)y2 
= Xiaia2Xia2a3aia2y2 (by zigzag equations as ^203 = Xia2) 
= Xiaia2Xia2{asaia2Ci3)y2 (as U is left regular band) 
xiaia2X2a3aia2a3y2 (by zigzag equations as Xia2 = 2:2(23) 
= {xiaia2Xia2aia2)ci3y2 (by zigzag equations as 0:203 = Xia2) 
{xiaia2)a3y2 
0002(032/2) 
(as 5 is a left semiregular band) 
(by zigzag equations as XiCi = ao) 
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1 
( n a 2 i ) (032/2) 
i=0 
m-2 
i=0 
= Xiaia2a4---a2m-4(a2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia2Xia2aia2a4^ • • • o.2m-ia2m-2ym (since Xi, Oi,02 G 5) 
= {xiaia2){x2a3aia2ai) • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
2 3 
(xiaia2)(x203ai(n a2i))(x2a4a3ai(n "2t)) • • • a2m-4a2m-2?/7i 
1=1 i = l 
(since X2,a3aia2.a4 £ 5) 
2 3 
(xiaia2)(x2a3ai(n 02i))(2:3a5a3ai(n Q2i)) • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym 
i=l i=l 
(by zigzag equations) 
m-2 
(XiOia2)(x2a3ai02a4) • • • (x^_ia2m-302m-5 • • • 0301 ( n CL2i)a2m-2)ym 
i=l 
(by zigzag equations and as 5 is a left semiregular band) 
(XiOia2)(x2a3aia2a4) • • • {Xm-lZia2m-2)ym 
m-2 
(where Zi = a2m-3a2m-5 • • • aso-ii 0 «2t)) 
i:=l 
(Xiaia2)(x2a3aia2a4) • • • iXm-lZia2m-2Xm-ia2m-2Zia2m-2)ym 
(since x„j_i,zi, 02 -^^ 2 e 5") 
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— {Xiaia2){X2a3aia2a4) • • • {Xm-lZia2m-2Xma2m-lZia2m-2)ym 
(by zigzag equations) 
= {Xiaia2){X2a3aia2a4) • • • {Xm-lZia2m-2XmO-2Tn-lZlO'2Tn-2<^2m-l )y 
(as a2m-i, Zi,a2m-2 G U and U is a left regular band) 
= {Xiaia2){x2a3aia2a4) • • • {Xm-lZia2m-2XmO'2Tn-lZia2m~2)a'2m-iym 
= {Xiaia2){X2a3aia2a4) • • • {Xm-lZia2m-2XTn-ia2m-2Zia2m-2)0'2m 
(by zigzag equations as x„_ia2m-2 = Ciia^m-i) 
= {xiaia2){x2a3aia2a4) • • • {xm-iZia2m-2)a2m (as Xm-i,zi,a2r„-2 e 5') 
= {xiaia2X2a3aia2)a4 • • • (x^-i2ia2m-2)a2m 
= {xiaia2)a4---{xm-iZia2m-2)a2m (as Xi,ai,a2 G 5) 
= 000204 • • • {xm-\Zia2m-2)(i2m (by zigzag equations as Xicii = UQ) 
= 000204 • • • 0-2m-40'2m-20-2m 
m 
n «2i e U. 
deU. 
Hence Dom(C/, S) = U. D 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.11. Let V be the class of all right regular bands and C be the class of 
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all right semiregular bands. Then V is C-closed. D 
§ 2.5. HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITY 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let 5 be a semigroup satisfying an identity xyz = xz and U be a 
subsemigroup of S satisfying an identity xyz = xz, then U is closed in S. 
Proof. Let us take d e Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be 
a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aoVi 
= xiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= 2:102^2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xiaia2y2 (since Xi, 01,02 G S) 
= Xxaia2a-iy2 (since 02,03,^/2 G 5) 
aoa2a3y2 (by zigzag equations) 
n 021(03^2) 
i=0 
m-2 
n a2i(a2m-3ym-l) 
j=0 
- 0002 • • • a2m-i{a-2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations) 
0002 • • • 02m-4a2m-22/m 
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= aoa2 • • • a2m-iO'1m-20'2m-\ym (sinCe a 2 m - 2 , 0-2m-l,ym G S) 
0002 • • • (l2m-iO,2m-2(^2m (by zigzag equations) 
i=0 
=^ rf G [/. Hence L'om(t/, 5) = t/ . • 
§ 2.6. HOMOTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
Theorem 2.6.1. Let U and 5 be a semigroups satisfying tiie identity xy = xyx and 
with U a subsemigroup of 5. Then U is closed in S. 
In order to prove our result, we need the following useful remark which may be 
well known. 
Remark 2.6.2. Let 5 be a semigroup satisfying the identity xy = xyx. If £^(5) be 
the set of idempotents of S, then 5^ C E{S). 
Proof. Let us take d € Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be 
a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. Now 
d = Uoyi 
= xiaiyi 
= XiOiXiOiyi 
XiaiXia2y2 
= XiaiX2a3y2 
(by zigzag equations) 
(since xiai e E{S)) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(by zigzag equations) 
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XiaiX2a3X2a3?/2 (since X2a3 ^ E{S)) 
XiaiXia2a3j/2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xiaia2a3y2 (since Xi,ai G 5) 
= 000203^2 (by zigzag equations) 
n 02,(032/2) 
i=0 
m-2 
n a2i(a2m-3ym-l) 
i=0 
= 0002 • • • a2m-4(02m-22/m) (by zigzag equatious) 
Xiai02 • • • a2m-Aa2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaixi02 • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (since xi, oi e S) 
= XiaiX2asa4 • • • a2m-AO'2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • 02m-4a2m-22/m (since X2, 03 G 5 ) 
= XiOiX203X2a4 • • • Xm-20'2m-iCi2m-2ym 
= XiOiX2a3X2a4 • • • X„i_ia2m-3a2m-2ym 
= XiaiX2a3X204 • • • X^_ia2m-3Xm-ia2m-2ym 
= XiQiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-lQ.2m-Z^ma2m-\ym 
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(by zigzag equations) 
(since x„i_i,a2m^-3 £ S) 
(by zigzag equations) 
G E{S)) 
= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3XmO'2m-l(l2m-iym (since x„,,a2,,,-.i G S) 
= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-\a,2m-3Xm-ia2m-20'2m (by zigzag ecjuatioiis) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4^ • • • Xm-ia2m-30'2m-2a2m (since x^-1,027-1-3 G S) 
— XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-2Q-2m-AO'2m.-20'2m (by zigzag ecjuations) 
0:101X203X204 • • • a2m.-AO'2m-2Ci2ni 
- XiOiX2a304 • • • a2m-iCi2m-2a2m (s lnCe X2, 03 6 5 ) 
XiaiXia2a4 • • • a2m-iQ'2m-20'2m (by zigzag equations) 
= X1O1O2O4 • • • a2m-i(i2m-20'2m (since Xi, Oi G S) 
— 000204 • • • a2m-AO'2m-2Q'2n (by zigzag equations) 
n a2i e f/ 
t=0 
deU. Hence Dom(t/, S) = U n 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.6.3. Let L'^ and 5 be a semigroups satisfying the identity yx = xyx and 
with U a subsemigroup of S. Then U is closed in S. U 
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In [4], authors have shown that the class of all left [right] quasinorinal bands ar(> 
closed within the class of all left[right] quasinormal bands. In the following theorem. 
we generalize this result and show that the class V={axy — axay] of all semigroups is 
closed. 
Theorem 2.6.4. The class V=[axy = axay] of semigroups is closed. 
Proof. Take any d e Dom{U, S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (J .4.1) be a 
zigzag in 5 over U with value d of minimal length m. Now 
d = aoyi 
xiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= 3:iaiXiyi (since xi,ai,yi G S) 
XiaiXiaiyi (since ai,xi,y-[ G S) 
xiaittiyi (since Xi,ai,yi ^ S) 
Xiaia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiXia2y2 (since Xi,ai G 5) 
xiaiX2a3y2 (by zigzag equations) 
XiaiX2a:iX2azy2 (since X2, as, y2 G 5) 
= XiaiX2a3asy2 (since ^2,03 G 5) 
xiaiXia2asy2 (by zigzag equations) 
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Xi0102032/2 (since Xi,01,02 € 5) 
= aoa2a3?/2 (by zigzag equations) 
n 021(032/2) 
t = 0 
m-2 
n 02i(a2 m— 32/m-l) 
i=0 
000204 • • • a2m-4(a2m-2?/m) (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-ia2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOiXia2a4--•02m-4a27n-2ym (since Xi, Oi, 02 G 5 ) 
XiaiX2a304 • • • a2m-A0.2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
XiOiX2a3X2a4 • • • 02m-4a2m-2ym (since X2, 03, 04 G 5 ) 
XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-20.2m-Aa2m-2ym 
X1O1X2O3X2O4 • • • Xr„_ia2m-3a2m-22/m (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX203X204 • • • Xm_i02m-3^m-ia2m-22/m (siuce X^^i, 02m-3, a2m- 2 G 5) 
= XiaiX2a3X204 • • • X„i_ia2m-3^ma2m-iym (by zigzag equations) 
^101X203X204 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m-lXmym (since X^, a2m-l , Vm € 5 ) 
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= XiaiX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma-2m-iXmCi2m-iym (since a2m-i,Xr„,ym G S) 
= Xia iX2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xma2m-lO'2m-iym (s inCe Xm, a2m-ua2,n- iVm £ 5 ) 
= xiaiX2asX2a4 • • • Xm-ia2m-3Xm-\a2m-20'2m-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiX2azX2ai • • • X ,„_ ia2m-3a2m-2a2m- l2 /m ( s i n c e X ,„_ i , a 2 m - 3 , Ct27'i-2 S S) 
= Xiaia;2a3X2a4 • • • Xm-2a2m-4a2m-2a2m-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= Xia iX2a3X2a4 • • • a2m-40'2m-2a2m-iym 
= XiaiX2a304 • • • a2m-iO'2m-20'2m-iym (since X2, a^Xi,ai e S) 
= X i a i X 2 a 3 a 4 • • • 0-2m-4CL2m-2a2m-iym ( s i n c e X2, 03 , 04 £ 5 ) 
= XiaiXia2a4---a2m-4a2m-2a2m (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-40.2m-2a2m (since Xi,ai,a2 e 5) 
= 000204 • • • a2m-4a2m-2a2m (by zigzag equations) 
m 
= n a2i e U. 
i=0 
^ deU. Hence Dom(t/, 5) = t/. D 
Dually we have the following : 
Theorem 2.6.5. The class V=[yxa = yaxa] of semigroups is closed. D 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON SATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 3.1. INTRODUCTION 
An effort has been made to identify the saturated classes of algebras in semigroup 
theory, ring theory, and elsewhere [8]. For example, B.J. Gardner [20, Theorem 2.10] 
has shown that any class of regular rings is saturated in the class of all rings whereas 
P.M. Higgins [33, Corollary 4], in contrast, recently has shown that not all regular 
semigroups are saturated. However, in [30], P.M. Higgins has shown that any class of 
generalized inverse semigroup is saturated. A necessary condition for any semigroup 
variety to be saturated is that it admits an identity, not a permutation identity, of which 
at least one side has no repeated variable [36, Theorem 6]. In [29, Theorem 1]. Hall 
and Jones have shown that any class of completely semisimple semigroups with a finite 
number of J-classes (where J is the usual Green's relation) is saturated. In partit:ular, 
any class of finite regular semigroup is saturated. P.M. Higgins [35, Theorem 10] has 
extended the result of Howie and Isbell [54, Theorem 3.2] that any class of finite com-
mutative semigroup is saturated. He proves that any finite permutative semigroup is 
saturated. However, the determination of all saturated varieties of semigr()ui)s is still 
an open problem, although the question has been settled for commutative varieties 
(Higgins [31]; Khan [58]) and for heterotypical varieties, which are those varieties not 
containing the variety of all semilattices [36]. However, there are semigroups of each of 
the following types which are not saturated; commutative cancellative semigroups (the 
injection of the natural numbers into the integers provides an example), subsemigxoups 
of finite inverse semigroups [57], commutative periodic semigroups [31] and bands, as 
Trotter [89] has constructed a band with a properly epimorphically embedded subband. 
In this chapter, we prove some results on saturated semigroups. In Section 3.2. we 
show that the class of all infiations of Cliff'ord semigroups is saturated. We, then, in 
Section 3.3, show that a subclass of the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity 
ax = axa[xa = axa] is saturated. Finally, in Section 3.4, we show that the class of all 
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quasi-commutative semigroups satisf^tig^a'-iiofttHvial identity / such that at least one 
side of / has no repeated variable is saturated. This generalizes the long known result 
of Khan [58], which shows that the class of all commutative semigroups satisfying a 
nontrivial identity / such that at least one side of / has no repeated variable is satu-
rated. 
§ 3.2. INFLATION OF A CLIFFORD SEMIGROUP 
In 1967, Howie and Isbell [54] have shown that the class of all inverse s<^niigroups 
is absolutely closed which implied that the class of all CUfford semigroups is absolutely 
closed. Since the class of all Clifford semigroups is contained in the class of all in-
flations of Clifford semigroups, so this raises a question whether inflations of Clifford 
semigroups are absolutely closed or not? Towards this goal, we have established that 
the class of all inflations of Chfford semigroups is saturated. However, the question of 
whether the class of all inflations of Clifford semigroups is absolutely closed or not is 
still remains open. 
Definition 3.2.1. A semigroup S is called an inflation of a semigroup T if T is a 
subsemigroup of 5 and there is a mapping 0 of 5 into T such that 0(x) = x ibr ,/• G T 
and xy = (j){x)(f){y) for x,y ^ S. 
Remark 3.2.2. ([88]). A semigroup S is an inflation of a Clifford semigroup if and 
only if 5^ is a Chfford semigroup. 
Result 3.2.3 ([61, Result 3]). Let U be any subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 
d e Dom{U,S) \ U. If (1.4.1) is a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value d, 
then yj, tj e S\U (or j = I, 2 , . . . , m. 
In the following results, let U and S be any semigroups with U dense in S. 
Result 3.2.4 ([61, Result 4]). For any d G S\U and k any positive integer, if (1.4.1) is 
a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value d, then there exist 6i, 62, 6^ . G U 
and dk G S\U such that d = 6162 • • • bkdk. 
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Theorem 3.2.5. Any inflation of a Clifford semigroup is saturated. 
Proof. Suppose U be any inflation of a Clifford semigroup. Suppose to the coiitrar>-
that U is not saturated. Then, there exists a semigroup S containing U properly and 
such that Dom{U,S) = S. Take any d € Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we 
may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. As (1.4.1) 
is of minimal length, by Result 3.2.3, Xi, yj ^ 5 \ t/ for alH = 1, 2 , . . . , rn. Th(>refor(\ 
by Result 3.2.4, 
Xi = ZiUi, yi = ViU (3.2.1) 
for some z,, ti E S\U; Ui, Vi E U {i = 1,2,... ,m). 
Now 
d = aoVi 
= Xittiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= {ziUi)aiyi (by equalities (3.2.1) as Xi e S\U) 
= zi{uiai){uiai)'{uiai)yi (since ujai is regular) 
= xiai(wiai)(wiai)'(uiai)yi (by equalities (3.2.1) as Xi e S\U) 
= Xiai{uiai)'uia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiai{uiai)'uia2V2t2 (by equalities (3.2.1) asy2E S\U) 
= Xiai{uiai)'ui{a2V2){a2V2)'{a2V2)t2 
= Xi{a2V2){a2V2)'ai{uiaiyui{a2V2)t2 
(since (a2f2)(a2^2)' is idempotent and is in the center of U) 
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= X2a3V2{a2V2yai{uiaiyui{a2V2)t2 (by zigzag equations) 
= Z2U2a3V2{a2V2)'ai{uiai)'ui{a2V2)t2 (since X2 € S) 
= Z2{u2a3){u2a3)'{u2a3)v2{a2V2)'ai{uiai)'ui{a2V2)t2 
(since 1*2(23 is regular element of U) 
= X2azV2{a2V2)'ai{uiaiyuia2{u2az)'{u2a3)y2 
(since (02^2) (a2U2)' is idempotent and is in the center of U) 
= X20'z{v2{a2V2yai{uiai)'uia2{u2azyu2){azy2) (by zigzag equations) 
= X2ai{w2){azy2) (where W2 = (wiai)'a2V2(a2W2)''"ia2(w2a3)'^2 ^ ^) 
= Xm-\a2m-i{Wm-l){a2m-iym-\) (where Wrri-i = Wm-2iym-3 ' ' «'2 G ^ ) 
z{wm-\)a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= Xm-\a2m-z{wvi-i)ci2m-iVmtm (by equalities (3.2.1) as y,„ €: 5 \ 6^ ) 
= ^m-ia2m-z{Wjn-i){a2m-2Vm){.0i2m-2Vmy{0.2m-2Vm)tm 
= Xm-l{a2m-2Vm){a'2m-2Vmya2m-3iWm-l){a2m-2Vm)tm 
(since (a2t;2)(a2y2)' is idempotent and is in the center of U) 
= ^mO'2m-lVm{o,2m-2VmyO'2m-3{'Wm-l){a2m-2Vm)tm (by zigzag equat ions) 
= ZmUma2m-lVm{a2m~2Vmya2m-3{u}m-l){ci2m-2Vm)tm 
(by equalities (3.2.1) as |/„, G 5 \ U) 
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= Zrn{Um0.2m-l){Uma2m-l)'{Urna2m-l)Vm{ci'2m-2VmyO-2rn-3{Wm-\){a2n,-2fJ77,)tn, 
{a2m-2Vmy Ci2m-3{'Wm-l)0-2m~-2{u,nO'2m-l)' {Um(l2m'l 
(since {Um(i2m-iy{uma2m-i) IS idempotent and is in the center of U) 
= Xm-ia2m-2lJm{ci'2m-2'^myO-2m-3{Wm-l)(J-2m-2{Uma2m-iyUmO'2m 
(by zigzag equations) 
= Xiai{Wm-l)a2m ( w h e r e Wm = Wni-iWm-2Wm-3 • • • W2 E U) 
= aQ{wm-i)a2Tn e U 
^ d E U, a, contradiction. 
Therefore, Dom{U, S) ^ S and, hence, U is saturated. C 
§ 3.3. SEMIGROUP SATISFYING THE IDENTITY ax = axa[xa = axa] 
In [2], authors have shown that the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity 
ax = axa{xa = axa], which includes the class of all left[right] regular bands, is closed 
within the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity ax — axa[xa = axa]. In the 
present section, we shall show that a subclass of the class of all semigroups satisfying 
the identity ax = axa[xa = axa] is saturated. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let [/ be a semigroup satisfying the identity ax — axa and l(^ t E{U), 
the set of all idempotents of U, be a semilattice. Then U is saturated. 
In order to prove our result, we need the following useful remark which may be 
well known. 
Remark 3.3.2. Let 6'' be a semigroup satisfying the identity ax = axa. If £'(^0 ^^ e 
the set of all idempotents of U, then U'^ C E{U). 
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Proof. Suppose U be any semigroup satisfying the identity ax = axa. Suppose to 
the contrary that U is not saturated. Then, there exists a semigroup S containing 
U properly and such that Dom{U,S) = S. Take any d G Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by 
Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length 
m. As (1.4.1) is of minimal length, by Result 3.2.3, Xi, yi E S\U for all i = 1 ,2, . . . , rn. 
Therefore, by Result 3.2.4, 
Xi = ZiUi, Vi - ViU (3.3.1) 
for some Zi, U E S\U; Ui, Uj G [/ (z = 1 ,2 , . . . , m). Now 
d = aoyi 
= a:iaij/i (by zigzag equations) 
{ziui)aiyi 
zi{uiai){uiai)yi 
(by equalities (3.3.1) as Xi e S\U) 
(by Remark 3.3.2) 
Xiaiuia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaiUia2V2t2 (by equalities (3.3.1) as y2 e S \ U 
xi{aiUi){a2V2){a2V2)t2 
Xi{a2V2){aiUi){a2V2)t2 
Xia2{v2aiui)a2y2 
2:203(^2)022/2 
(by Remark 3.3.2) 
(by commutativity of E{U)) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(where W2 = ^2^102 ^ U and Wi = a^Ui e U) 
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= Xm-ia2m-2{Wm-l)a2m-3ym-l ( w h e r e W„^-l = W,„^2U>m-i ' ' "''if/'l G (') 
)a2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= ZmUma2m-ii'Wm-ia2m-2)ym (by equalities (3.3.1) as x„, e 5 \ 6') 
= Zm{uma2m-i){uma2m-i){wm-ia2m-2)ym (by Remark 3.3.2) 
= Zm{uma2m-i){wm-ia2m-2){uma2m-i)ym (by commutativity of E(L')) 
= Xm{a2m-\Wm-ia2m-2Um)a2m (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiai(it;ni)a2m(where Wm = tfm-i^ t^ m-2W^m-3 • • • W2W1 e U 
(by commutativity of E{U)) 
= ao{wm)a2m e U (by zigzag equations) 
=^ deU. Hence Dom([/, S)y^S. C 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let U he a. semigroup satisfying the identity xa = axa and E{U), 
the set of all idempotents of U, be a semilattice. Then U is saturated. • 
§ 3.4. QUASI-COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS 
Khan [58] has shown that a commutative semigroup satisfying a nontrivial identity 
of which at least one side has no repeated variable is saturated. We extend this result 
and show that a quasi-commutative semigroup satisfying a nontrivial identity of which 
at least one side has no repeated variable is saturated. 
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Definition 3.4.1(69]. An element a of a semigroup S is said to be left right] quasi-
commutative if for every element b in 5, ab = b''a[ab = ba''] holds for some positive 
integer r > 1. 
Definition 3.4.2. A semigroup S is called left[right] quasi-commutative if every el(^ -
ment of S is left[right] quasi-commutative. A semigroup S is called quasi-commutative 
if it both left and right quasi-commutative. 
Proposition 3.4.3. Let 5 be a quasi-commutative semigroup. Then, for any elements 
a,b E S and positive integers s and /(> 2) 
(a6^)' = a(i+'-i+'-^+-+'-'-')6'^ [{b'af = 6'^ a^^+'''+''=+-+'''->^] (3.4.1) 
for some positive integers ri, r 2 , . . . , r/_i. 
Proof. We shall prove the equality (3.4.1) by induction on /. For / = 2, we have 
{ab'y = ab'ab' 
— cab^ (take c = ab^) 
= a^^cb^ (by quasi-commutativity for some integer ri > 1) 
= a^i(a6*)6" (as c = ab^ 
= a'+^'b^'. 
Therefore (3.4.1) holds for / = 2. 
Suppose, inductively, that (3.4.1) holds for all positive integers k such that 2 < it < / - I . 
Therefore, we have 
{ab^y-' = a(i+'->+'-2+-+'-'-2)5('-i)«. (34 2) 
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Now 
(ab'Y = {ab'y-'^ab' 
= (a(i+^i+'-2+-+n-2)5((-i)s)a5s (by equality (3.4.2)) 
(by quasi-commutativity for some integer r;_i > 1) 
_ Q(l+i-i+r2 + ---+r,_2+r,_i)^/a 
as required. • 
By a nontrivial identity, we mean an identity not implied by quasi-commutativity 
and associativity combined. 
Theorem 3.4.4. If a quasi-commutative semigroup U satisfies a nontrivial identity / 
such that one side of / has no repeated variable, then U is saturated. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we shall assume that / has the following form: 
XiX2---Xn = W[Xi,X2,-. .Xn,Xn+i, . . . ,Xn+m) (3.4.3) 
where w{xi,X2, •. • x„, Xn+i,..., Xn+m) = a;i'i X2^^ • • • Xn+m"+"' , h and In+k are inte-
gers such that li > 0, In+k > 1 for i = 1,2, • • • , n{> 1) and fc = 1,2, • • • , m(> 0). 
Now in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove it in the case when 
/i > 2. For, if m > 1, then by substituting xf for Xn+m and using quasi-commutativity, 
we obtain a new identity imphed by (3.4.3), namely 
T i T o . . . T — ^ ' l + ' ' { 2 l n + m j T . _ ' 2 . ™ /,I + , T , _ I 
•t-lJ'2 -t-n — J-1 X2 • • • Xn+m-l 
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for some positive integer r. If m = 0, since the identity (3.4.3) is noutrivial, by using 
quasi-commutativity, we can assume that /i > 2. In either case we have that U satisfies 
an identity of the form (3.4.3) with /i > 2. 
Let us now assume to the contrary that U is not saturated. Therefore, there exists 
a semigroup S containing U properly and such that Dam{U, S) — S. 
Lemma 3.4.5. For all a G t/, x G 5 \ C/, and y G 5, there exists w e U such that 
xay — xa^wy. 
Proof. Since x e S\U,hy Result 3.2.4, we have 
X — ZC\C2 •• -Cn (3.4.4) 
for some z E S\U and Ci, C2, • • • ,Cn E U. 
Then 
xay = ZC1C2 • • • Cndy 
= 2(a*Ci)c2 • • • Cny (by quasi-commutativity for some integer t >\) 
= 2u;(a'ci,C2,...,c„,c„+i,...,c„+,„)y (for any c„+i, . , . , r„+,„ G f/, 
as U satisfies (3.4.3)) 
= ^((a'co^^••c;^ct^'•••i'';;;;)2/ 
(by Proposition 3.4.3 for some integers r i , r2 , . . . ,r/,_i > 1) 
^V" t-l j ^ l ^2 C„ C„^i • • • C„+„ ;y 
= z{a}^'(f,)c'^c'^ ... d;ic':;i •. • i " ; - y (where p = I + r, + r^ + • • • + n^., > 2) 
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(by quasi-comniutativity) 
Zw{Ci,C2, . . . , Cn+m){a^'^(^lYy 
= 2CiC2---C„(a'i*C?)''t/ 
2CiC2---Cn(K)''y (where b = a '*) 
2CiC2---C„(6('+''^+'^^+-+'^'^-i)cf) y 
(by Proposition 3.4.3, as gi, ^2, • ••, <?;, -i > 1) 
2CiC2 • • • Cn{b''c^)y (where u = \ + qi + q2 + \- qir 
= 2CiC2---c„(a'i*"cf)?/ (as 6 = a'l*) 
= zciC2---c„a2(a'i*--2cf)y 
= xa?wy (by equation (3.4.4) and where u; = a'^'" ^cf G L'') 
This proves the lemma. 
Now to complete the proof of the theorem, we take any d ^ S \U, and let (14.1) 
be a zigzag for d over U of minimal length m. Then 
d = xiaiyi 
xiajwiyi (by Lemma 3.4.5 as wi E U) 
= Xiai{aiWi)yi 
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Xiai{wl'ai)yi (by left quasicommutativity of U 
and for some integer ri > 1) 
= {xiai)w['{aiyi) 
= Xi{aiw[')(a2y2) (by zigzag equations) 
= Xia2iaiwl'y^y2 (by right quasicommutativity of U 
and for some integer r2 > 1) 
= X2a3{{aiwY) 'j/2) (by zigzag equations) 
= X2alw3{{aiw['Y^y2) (by Lemma 3.4.5 as 103 G ^ ) 
= X2a3a3(it;3(aiu;[')''')y2 
= {x2a3){w3{aiwl'Y^) \azy2) (by left quasicommutativity of U 
and for some integer r3 > 1) 
- {X2a3)wl'a\'''wl''-^'\a3y2) 
= {X2az)wl^a^'w\'{a2.y2) (where Zi — rir2rz and ti = r2Tz) 
= {X2az)a^wl''^w\^{a:iy2) (by right quasicommutativity of U 
and for some integer r > 1) 
= {X2az)a^wl''wl'{a3y2) (where 23 = rvz) 
(,^mO,2m-1) {o-2m-l 0-2m-l, "3 "1 )\^2m-l ^2m-3 W^3^'wi'){a2rn-iym) 
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(by zigzag equations) 
(by right quasicommutati\ity of U 
and for some integer p2ni-2 > 1) 
— Xm-ia2m-3Cl2m-3 "2m-2 l^2m-5 % ^1 )[^2m-l ^ 2 m - 3 ' ' ' W;^  Wj j 
(a2m-iym) 
— T /I / l 9 2 m - 3 P 2 m - 2 / ' t 2 m - 5 t3 t l W Z2m-1 2 2 m - 3 , , , - 3 „ , , 2 l U ^ ,, \ 
(where 92m-3 = ^2m-3 — 1 and by zigzag equations) 
= x,a,afafal* • • • a^-:af-:y,^l^w'{a2m^^yj 
(where w' = ^ r - > 2 ^ " r | • • • uf,hotn 
— n nP'^n^^nP* / l P 2 m - 4 q 2 m - 3 ^ P 2 m - 2 . , , / / ' >i 
— aoa2 a^a^ ••• a 2 ^ _ 4 a2m-3 ^2m-2 ^ l^2m j 
(where w' = wfmll'^'2mZz • • • wl^wl^ and by zigzag equations) 
= a,a^afal^ • • • a ^ ^ - t a L " ^ - 4 - - a 2 ^ ( ^ - ) 
= aoa^afal' • • • af-:af-:y,^:^a2m{w) G U (where tv = W"^ e U) 
a contradiction, as required. D 
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CHAPTER 4 
ON SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of supersaturated semigroups has not received much attention before as 
there was no known example of a saturated semigroup with a morphic image not satu-
rated. Indeed, many of the known classes of saturated semigroups are closed under the 
taking of morphic images. In [37], Higgins has constructed an example of a semigroup, 
which by itself, is saturated, but whose morphic image is not saturated (Higgins [31]). 
In this chapter, we discuss supersaturated semigroups and ideals. 
§ 4.2. SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUP A N D AMALGAMS 
In this section, after defining a supersaturated semigroup, we present an example 
due to Higgins [37], which shows that the morphic image of a saturated semigroup need 
not be saturated. Further, we give a brief exposition of semigroup amalgams and their 
relationship with dominions, which we shall be using to prove the main result of the 
next section. 
Definition 4.2.1. A semigroup S is said to be supersaturated if every morphic image 
of S is saturated. 
We note that every epimorphism from a semigroup S is onto if and onl} if S is 
supersaturated. 
The following example, from Higgins [37], shows that the morphic image of a sat-
urated semigroup need not be saturated in general. In fact, this is the first known 
example of a semigroup which is not supersaturated. 
Example 4.2.2. Let U be the relatively free semigroup in the variety [xy = yx, x^ = 0] 
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on the denumerable generating set X = {xi,X2,. • -}• In [36], Higgins has shown that 
there exists a countable member of this variety (a morphic image of U) that is not 
saturated. We now prove that U is saturated. First observe that U can be regarded as 
consisting of non-empty finite subsets of X with multipUcation defined by 
ah 
a\Jb \i aDb^ 
0 otherwise, 
where a, b are non-empty finite subsets oi X, and 0 is an additional symbol represent-
ing the zero of U. 
Now suppose that U is properly epimorphically embedded in a semigroup S. Let 
d ^ S \U, and let Z he a zigzag in 5 over U with value d and minimum length m. 
Consider the first zigzag equaUty CQ = Z/iOi. Since Z has a minimum length, yi e S\U 
and so, by the Zigzag Theorem, we may successively factorize yi as 
yi = Vi wi = yl 'uiU2 ~ ••• — y]^'uiU2 •• -Ui = •• • where Uj e U, y\ e S \U for 
j = l, 2 , . . . . 
Then UiU2 • • • UiQi ^ 0, V i = 1,2,... as otherwise we would have d = y/'O/i = 0 
and 0 G f7, a contradiction, as from [57], the zero of U is also the zero of Dom{U, S). 
We thus have aj C Uiai C . . . C U1U2 • • • UiUi C • • • for some i, and therefore, we 
have U1U2 • • -Uitti ^ OQ. Choose tk G W1W2 • • • WiQi \ UQ. Then aotk 7^  0. But on the 
other hand aotk = y\aitk — yi' U1U2 • • • UiUiti — j/j 0 = 0, a contradiction. Tlierefore 
U is saturated. 
The systematic study of semigroup amalgams was initiated by Howie (44]- [50]). 
Preston [75], Hall [23, 25, 27] and Imaoka [55, 56] developed a representational ap-
proach. Renshaw showed [78, 79] how this approach, expressed in homologicaJ terms, 
could be seen as similar to Cohn's [11] work on amalgamation theory for rings. 
In this section, we shall only consider amalgams of the semigroups S and T with 
a common core subsemigroup U denoted by [S,T;U]. The amalgam [S,T; U] is, then, 
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a partial semigroup: some products are meaningful and {xy)z = x{yz) provided both 
sides are defined. A natural question is, whether or not the amalgam [S, T; U] can be 
embedded in another semigroup W (i.e., [S,T;U] C W and previously defined prod-
ucts in the amalgam are unaltered). 
In 1927, Schreier showed that any group amalgam is always embeddable in a 
group, but this simple answer does not suffice for semigroups. A natural candidate for 
a semigroup W into which the amalgam [S, T; U] might be embedded is the socalled 
amalgamated free product of 5 and T over U, which is constructed via the free product 
of S and T 
Definition 4.2.3. The free product of two semigroups S and T, denoted by S * T, 
is defined to be consisting of finite sequences or words whose letters alternately come 
from 5 and T. The product of two members Wi, W2 oi S * T is defined by concate-
nation if the last letter of Wi and the first letter of W2 do not come from the same 
semigroup, otherwise W1W2 is defined by first forming the concatenated word, and then 
by performing the multiplication of the last letter of Wi and first letter of vj2 in the 
semigroup {S or T) of which both of them are members. 
The above definition of free product can be generalized to any arbitrary family 
{Si : i G / } of semigroups. We denote the free product of the family {5j : 7 G /} of 
semigroups by U.*Si. 
Definition 4.2.4. The amalgamated free product of the amalgam U is defined as the 
quotient semigroup of the ordinary free product 11*Si in which for each z and j in / , 
the image U(pi of an element w of f/ in Si is identified with its image ucpj'm Sj, and we 
write it as P = UySi. More precisely, if we denote by 6i, the natural monomorphism 
from Si into U*Si, then we define P = UySi to be {U*Si/p), where p is the congruence 
on n*Si generated by the subset 
R = {{u(pi6i,u(pj6j) :ueU,i,je / } , 
ofn*5i xU*Si. 
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Result 4,2.5. ([51, Chapter VII, Theorem 1.11]). The semigroup amalgam 
is embeddable in a semigroup if and only if it is naturally embedded in its free product. 
§ 4.3. SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUPS A N D IDEALS 
In [36], Higgins showed that, a semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the 
ideal U^ is saturated [supersaturated]. Whether or not the converse of the above result 
is true, is an open question. But Higgins [37], had shown that the converse holds in 
some cases and proved that if 5 is a supersaturated semigroup, then any commutative 
globally idempotent ideal of S is also supersaturated. Khan and Shah [65] generalized 
this result by taking U as a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a per-
mutation identity XiX2---Xn — Xi^Xi^- • -Xi^ for which i\ = \ and z„ / n and thus, 
relaxed the commutativity of U. In this section, we extend this result by taking U as 
a permutative globally idempotent ideal satisfying a seminormal permutation identity 
and, thus, relax the right semicommutativity of U. Further, we enlarge the class of 
supersaturated globally idempotent ideals of a supersaturated semigroup by showing 
that a globally idempotent ideal of a supersaturated semigroup satisfying the identity 
axa — ax[axa = xd\ is supersaturated. 
Definition 4.3.1. A semigroup S is said to be right reductive with respect to X if 
xa = xb for all x in X =^ a = b {a,b E 5), where X is a subset of S. Dually we say 
that a semigroup S is left reductive with respect to X if ax = bx \/x e X=,> a = h 
{a,b G 5). The following result is from Higgins [36]. 
Result 4.3.2 ([36, Theorem 8]). A semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the 
ideal f/" is saturated [supersaturated] (for some natural number n). In particular, a 
finite semigroup is saturated [supersaturated] if the ideal generated by the idem]:)otents 
is saturated [supersaturated]. 
This result, for saturated commutative semigroups, first appeared in [57]. How-
ever, Result 4.3.2 was not originally stated for supersaturated semigroups, but the 
proof goes through with essentially no alteration under this hypothesis. 
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Whether or not the converse of the above result is true is still an ojjen ([uestioii. 
Since Q x^, the semigroup of all transformations on the set X, is absolutely closed, sub-
semigroups of absolutely closed or saturated semigroups need not be absolutely closed 
or saturated, in general. But it is not known whether or not an ideal of a saturated 
[absolutely closed] semigroup is saturated [absolutely closed]. In [37], Higgins, however. 
has shown that the converse of the above result holds in some special cases and has 
proved that if S is supersaturated commutative semigroup, then the same is true for 
any globally idempotent ideal. He has, in fact, shown the following: 
Result 4.3.3 ([37, Theorem 14]). Let 5 be a saturated semigroup and suppose that 
f/ is a commutative ideal of S such that [/" is globally idempotent for some natural 
number n. Then U is supersaturated. 
The next result from Khan [61], will be needed to complete the prool' of main 
theorem of this section. 
Result 4.3.4 ([61, Theorem 6.4]). Let fl be the class of all globally idempotent 
semigroups and let 
XiX2---Xn ^^ Xi^Xi2...Xi^ (4.0.1) 
be any nontrivial permutation identity. Then (4.3.1) is equivalent with respect to Q to 
(i) commutativity if Zi 7^  1 and Zi 7^  n; 
(ii) left normality if Zi = 1 and z„ ^ n; 
(iii) right normahty if zi 7^  1 and z„ = n; 
(iv) normahty if Zi = 1 and in = n. 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let 5 be a supersaturated semigroup and let U be any id(^ al of S 
satisfying a seminormal permutation identity. If [/" is globally idempotent for some 
natural number n, then U is supersaturated. 
First we prove a lemma which is very crucial for the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.3.6. Suppose that a globally idempotent semigroup U is not supersatu-
rated. Then there exists a non-surjective epimorphism (p : U -^ V such that V is right 
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and left reductive with respect to U(p. 
Proof. As U is not supersaturated, let a : U ^ V he a non-surjective epimorphism. 
Define a relation p on K as spt if asu = atu Va, u G Ua. Clearly p is an equivalence 
relation. Now take any d E V \ Ua and spt. Then d = xa for some x € I' \Uo 
and a G Ua. Now dsu = {xa)su = x(asu) = x{atu) = {xa)tu = rftu. Hence, for any 
w e V, a, w in Ua, wsu = wtit =» awsu = awtu => wspwt. So, p is a left congruence. 
Similarly, we take d = uy. Therefore asd = as{uy) = {asu)y = {atu)y = at{uy) = atd. 
Now for any w e V, a, it € f/a, ostx; = atw => asiuu = aiiyu ^ swptw. Therefore p 
is a right congruence. Hence p is a congruence. 
We denote the images of Ua and V under p^ by U and ^respectively and shall 
similarly abbreviate up, vp hy u,v {u E U, v EV). 
From the commutative diagram 
Ua — ^ V 
(epi) 
U — ^ V 
one may easily see that the inclusion map z: [/ —> K is epi. 
Now, we show that V is right and left reductive with respect to U. 
V is right reductive. Let vl ^ v^. Then Vip ^ V2p =^ {v\,V2)^ p ^ xviy ^ xv^y 
for some x,y E Ua. Since U is globally idempotent, so is Ua. Therefore x = 
X1X2 for some 2;i,X2 E Ua. Then we have X2Viy ^ X2V2y. For if X2Viy -- .r^ w^y, 
then xviy = xv2y. This is a contradiction as xviy / xv2y => Xi{x2Vi)y ^ x\{x;)V2)y =^ 
a;2 i^ 7^  2:2^ 2 ^ ^2^1 7^  ^ 2^2- Therefore, V is right reductive with respect to U. 
V is left reductive. Let vl 7^  ?^. Then Vip 7^  V2P => (^1,^2)^ P => '^Wi?/ 7^  '^^ 22/ 
for some 2;,?/ G Ua. Since U is globally idempotent, so is Ua. Therefore y = //i(/2 for 
some yi,y2 ^ f^a- Then, we have xviyi ^ xv2y\. For if xv^yi = xv2yi, then xviy = 
a;i;22/. This is a contradiction as xviy / xv2y => x{viyi)y2 ^ x{v2yi)y2 => WVi 7^  
V2?/i => viy^ i^ V2yi. Hence, V is left reductive with respect to U. 
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Finally we prove that the inclusion map i : U -^ V is not surjective. Let d G V\Ua 
and spt. Then d = uy for some u e Ua, y ^V \ Ua. Let a,v e Ua. Th(>n uav ^ uyr 
(as uav G L'^ a). For if uav = uyv =^ ua = uy {as V is right reductive witli respect 
to U). As ua G Ua and d = uy E V\Ua, we get a contradiction. Hence uav ^ uyy im-
phes that (a, y) ^ p which implies that a ^ y Va G C/o:. Therefore 2(a) = a 7^  y for 
some y G K such that y ^U. So z is not surjective. 
Therefore 0 = ap^ -.U-^V is a non-surjective epimorphism from U in to V which 
is right reductive with respect to the image Ucj) of U. Hence the lemma is proved. • 
Proof of the main Theorem. If we prove that U^ is supersaturated, then the the-
orem follows by Result 4.3.3. So, we assume that U is globally idempotent ideal 
satisfying a seminormal permutation identity. Suppose to the contrary that [' were 
not supersaturated. Then, by Lemma 4.3.6, there exists a non-surjective epimorphism 
(j): U —^ V such that V is right and left reductive with respect to Ucf) (which we shall 
denote by U up to isomorphism). 
Let p = 0 o 0~^ U Is- Then, clearly p is an equivalence relation on S. >Jext, we 
show that p is a congruence on S. For this we are required to show that if u, v G U 
and w e S\U, then u(p = vcp implies that {uw)(l> = {vw)(f) and {wu)(f) — {wv)(j). 
To prove the first equality, suppose that u,v E U and w E S \U and (uu')0 = 
{vw)(f). Since V is right reductive with respect to U, there exist x G U such that 
x(f){uw)(j) ^ x(f){yw)(f), then (x(uty))0 ^ {x{vw))4). Since V is left reductive witli respect 
to U, there exists y E U such that {x{uw))(py4> ^ {x{vw))(f)y(p. Then {{x{aw))y)(f) ^ 
{{x{vw))y)4>. Since U is globally idempotent, x = 2:1X2 for some xi,X2 G L' and 
y = yiy2 for some 2/1,2/2 £ U. Thus, we have 
{xiX2{uw)yiy2)(j) ^ {xiX2ivw)yiy2)(t> 
=> {xiX2u{wyi)y2)(p 7^  {xiX2v{wyi)y2)<j). 
Now, by Result 4.3.4, we have 
{xiX2{wyi)uy2)(t) ^ {xiX2{wy])vy2)4> 
=> ((xiX2w)yiwy2)0 ^ {{xiX2w)yivy2)(j). 
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Again, by Result 4.3.4, we get 
{{xiX2w)uyiy2)(t) ^ {{xiX2w)vyiy2)(t> 
^ {xiX2{u)u)yiy2)(p 7^  {xiX2{wv)yiy2)(i) 
=> {x{wu)y)(p 7^  {x{wv)y)(t) 
=> {x{wu))4>y4> 7^  {x{'wv))4yy4) 
=> {x{wu))<p 7^  {x{wv))4> 
=> {{xw)u))4> ^ {{xw)v))(p 
=» {xw)(pU(p 7^ {xw)(pV(f) ^ U(j) ^ V(p. 
Therefore, the statement 
tt(^  z= v(p=i' {uw)(}) = {vw)(p => p is a right congruence. 
Next we show that p is a left congruence. Suppose that u, v G U and w G S \U 
and {uw)(f) ^ {vw)(l). Since V is right reductive with respect to U, there exists 
x E U such that x(f){wu)(p ^ X(j){wv)(j). Now (a;(wti))0 7^  (x(u;w))(i) => {{xw)u)(p / 
((xiy)u))0 => {xw)(jm(l) ^ {xw)(jyv4>. Hence ucf) ^ vcj). 
Again we conclude that the statement ucj) = vcf) implies that {wu)(p -- [wv)(p. 
Therefore p is a left congruence and, hence, a congruence. Denote S/p by 5. Then 
f/'' = [/ (up to isomorphism). 
Now we form the amalgam A of 5 and V with core U. We extend the partial 
operation on A to an associative multiplication. For this take any a E 5 \ 6'(= S \ U), 
V eV \U and factorize v as v = uiyi = y[u[ (where Ui,u[ e U; yi,y[ eV \ U). Now 
define av = (aiii)yi and va = y[{u[a). We first show that this is a well defined binary 
operation. For this suppose that v = U2y2 = 2/2^ 2 (where ^2,^2 G U and ?/2, y'2 ^ ^Af-O-
Then for any x E U, as uiyi = ^22/2, we have 
{xa)uiyi = {xa)u2y2 
=» {{xa)ui)yi = {{xa)u2)y2 (by associativity of V) 
=> {x{aui))yi = {x{au2))y2 (by associativity of 5) 
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=> x{{aui)yi) = x{{au2)y2) (by associativity of V). 
As V is right reductive with respect to U, we have that {aui)yi^{an2}y2 and. 
therefore, the operation is well defined. 
Now, we verify the associativity of the above operation. For any a' e S \ U, we 
have a'{av) = a'{auiyi) = {a'aui)yi = {a'a)uiyi — {a'a)v (by associativity of V" and 
S respectively). 
Similarly, for any v' G V, it can be shown that {av)v' = a{vv'). The only case that 
requires some attention is to show that {av)a' = a{va'), where a' E S,v eV. For this, 
factorize v as v = aiya2 (where ai, 02 G V \U). Now 
{av)a' = {a{aiya2))a' {as v — aiya2) 
= ((001)2/02)0' (as ooi GU C S) 
= (ooi)(yo2)o' (by associativity of V) 
= (001)2/(020') (as 020' &U C S) 
= (ooi)(2/020') (by associativity of V) 
= 0(012/020') (by associativity oiV) 
= a{va'), 
as required. 
We, now, have 'S ^ A = Dom{S, A). 
This contradicts the fact that S is supersaturated. 
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Hence the theorem is proved. c 
Now, we further, enlarge the class of supersaturated globally idempotent ideals of 
a supersaturated semigroup by showing that a globally idempotent ideal of a supersat-
urated semigroup satisfying the identity axa = ax[axa = xa] is supersaturated. 
The following result is very crucial for the proof of our next theorem. 
Result 4.3.7. ([65, Lemma 2.5]). Suppose that a globally idempotent semigroup U is 
not supersaturated. Then there exists a non-surjective epimorphism (t> : I' -^ \' such 
that V is right reductive with respect to U(p. 
Theorem 4.3.8. Let S" be a supersaturated semigroup and let U be any ideal of S 
satisfying the identity axa = ax. If t/" is globally idempotent for some natural number 
n, then U is supersaturated. 
Proof: By Result 4.3.3, the theorem is proved if we prove that ^'" is supersaturated. 
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that f/ be a globally idempo-
tent ideal satisfying the identity axa = ax. Let us suppose to contrary that, U were 
not supersaturated. Then, by Result 4.3.7, there exists a non-surjective epimorphism 
4> : U -^ V such that V is right reductive with respect to t/0, denoted by U (upto 
isomorphism). Let p = 000"^ U 1 .^ It is clear that p is an equivalence relation on S. 
Next we show that p is a congruence on S. For this we require to show that if u, v G U 
and w e S\U, then ucf) — V(p implies that {uw)(l) = {vw)4> and {wu)(p = {u)v)(f). We will 
prove only the first equality as rest of the proof including that of the latter equality 
follows exactly on the same hnes as in the case of the proof of [65, Theorem 2.6] 
Suppose that u,v e U, we S\U and {uw)4> 7^  {vw)(j). Since V is right reduc-
tive with respect to U, there exists x e U such that x(t){uw)4) ^ x(t){vw)d Then 
(x(uu;))0 7^  {x{vw))(t) which implies that {{xu)w)(p 7^  {{xv)w)(p. Since U satisfies iden-
tity axa = ax. Therefore we have {{xux)w)<p ^ {{xvx)w)(p => ((xit)xtw)0 ^ {{xu)xw)(j) 
=> {xu)(j){xw)4> 7^  {xv)(j){xw)(f). which in turn implies that (xu)0 ^ {xv)(p again, it im-
plies that x(l)U(p ^ X(I)V(I) which in turn imphes that U(p 7^  V(p. Therefore the statement 
U(f) = v(p implies that {uw)(/) = {vw)(j). Hence p is a right congruence. 
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Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 4.3.9. Let 5 be a supersaturated semigroup and let U be any ideal of S 
satisfying the identity axa = xa. If [/" is globally idempotent for some natural number 
n, then U is supersaturated. C 
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CHAPTER 5 
ON ZIGZAG THEOREM AND ON ABSOLUTELY 
CLOSED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this chapter is to estabhsh the theorems on Isbell's Zigzag Theorem 
for commutative semigroups and on absolutely closed semigroups. In [54], Howie and 
Isbell extended Isbell's Zigzag Theorem, by using free products of commutative semi-
groups, for the category of all commutative semigroups. Stenstrom [85] pro\ided, by 
using tensor product of monoids, a new proof of the celebrated Isbell's Zigzag Theorem 
in the category of all semigroups. In Section 5.2, based on Stenstrom's approach, we 
provide a new and short algebraic proof of the Howie and Isbell's result [54, Theorem 
1.1] for the category of all commutative semigroups. In the next Section 5.3, we show 
that a subclass of the class of all regular medial semigroups and the class of all globally 
idempotent commutative semigroups satisfying the identity ax = axa[xa = axa] are 
absolutely closed. 
§ 5.2. ZIGZAG THEOREM FOR COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUP 
In 1965, Isbell introduced celebrated Zigzag Theorem in the category of semi-
groups. His proof was topological in nature. Later on, several author's proved this 
theorem by different techniques. In 1974, J.M. Philip [73] gave his geometric argu-
ment to improve Isbell's result. In [85] and [86], Stenstrom, H.H. Storrer provided an 
algebraic proof using tensor products. The proof also appears in J.M. Howie's book 
[51]. P. M. Higgins also gave a short proof of Isbells Zigzag Theorem (see [41]), Both 
Storrers and Higgins proofs establish the theorem for monoids, and, then derive it for 
semigroups. 
The Zigzag Theorem also holds in the category of commutative semigroups (that 
is, if yl is a commutative semigroup and B a subsemigroup of A, then the dominion of 
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B in A with respect to the category of all semigroups is equal to the dominion of B in 
A with respect to the category of all commutative semigroups). This was established 
by Isbell and Howie shortly after Isbells first paper on dominions [57]. The i^ roof in 
this instance is completely algebraic, and relies on the free sum of two comnmtative 
semigroups. 
In this Section, we prove Isbell's Zigzag Theorem for the category of commutative 
semigroups. This algebraic proof is new and short, is based on Stenstrom's approach, 
and quite different from the Howie and Isbell's result [54, Theorem 1.1]. 
The following important results shall be used to prove our main Theorem. 
Result 5.2.1([53, Theorem 8.1.8]). Two elements a<S>b and c® d in Aig's B are ecjual 
if and only if (a, b) = (c, d) or there exist oi, 02 , . . . , a„_i in A, 61,62,..., 6,,-1 in B, 
Si,S2,... ,Sn,ti,t2,... ,tn-i in S such that 
a = OiSi, sib = tibi 
diU = Ui+iSi+i, Si+ibi = ti+ibi+i (z = 2 , . . . , n - 2) 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let L'^  be a submonoid of a commutative monoid S, Then d is in 
Dom{U, S) if and only if either d e f/ or there exists a zigzag in S over U with value 
d. 
Proof. To prove the theorem, we, by Result 1.4.5, essentially show that if d G 5, then 
d e Dom{U, S) if and only ii d(8)l= l^d in A = S <S)u S, where 1 is the identity of S. 
So let us suppose first that de S andd0l= 1 <^ d in A = S <^u S. Then, by Result 
5.2.1, we have 
d = a jSi , Si = ^161 
aiti = 02^2, 52^1 = t2b2 
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aiU = tti+iSi+i, Si+ibi = U+ibi+i {i = 2,... ,n - 2) 
O n - l ^ n - l = 'Sri) Snbn-1 — d', 
where 01,02, • • • ,a„_i,6i,62, • • • ,bn-i £ S and Si,S2, • • • ,s„,ti , t2, • • • ^tn^\ ^ U 
Let r be a semigroup and let a,P : S -^ T he homomorphisnis agreeing on {/; i.e 
a\U^0\U 
Now, by using zigzag equations, we have 
a{d) = a(aiSi) 
= a{ai)a{si) 
= a{ai)p{si) 
= a{a,)p{tib,) 
= a{a,)p{tMb,) 
= a{ai)a{U)P{bi) 
= a{a,h)P{bi) 
= a{a2S2)f3{bi) 
= a{aiti)p{bi) 
= a{ai+iSi+i)P{bi) 
= a{ai+i)a{si+i)p{bi) 
= a{ai+i)p{si+i)p{bi) 
= a{ai+i)P{si+ibi) 
= a{an~itn-i)P{bn-i) 
= a{sn)0ibn-i) 
= PMP{bn-l) 
= P{Snbn-\) 
= m 
^a{d) = P{d). 
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Therefore, d G Dom{U, S). 
To prove the converse, we first show that for a commutative monoid, the equivalence 
relation r is a congruence; i.e. 
{a,b)T{c,d)T = {ac,bd)T. 
For this, we have to show that r is compatible; i.e. 
if (a, b)T = (c, d)T and (a', h')T = (c', rf')r, then ((a, b){a\ b'))r = ((c, d){c\ d')y. 
Since a®b = c®d, by Result 5.2.1, we have 
a = ajSi, sib = 1^61 
ajtt = Oj+iSi+i, Si+i^i = ii+i6i+i (z = 2 , . . . , 71 - 2) 
a„_if„_i = cs„, s„6„_i = 6/; (.4) 
for some 01 ,02 , . . . ,a„_i , 61,62, • • • ,bn-\ G 5 and Si ,S2 , . . . , s „ , i i , i 2 , • • • ,^n-i G t^ '-
Similarly, as a' (g) 6' = c' (gi rf', we have 
a' = a\s\, s\b' = t[b[ 
Qjt j = a2S2, S2"l ^ ^2"2 
a'it'i = a'i+is'i^i, s'i^ib'i = t'i+ib'i+i (z = 2 , . . . , n - 2 ) 
for some a ' ^ , 4 , . . . , < _ i , 6 ^ , 6 ^ , . . . , 6 ; _ i G 5 and « ; , s '2 , . . . , s^, i^, t ' 2 , . . . , t'„_, € T. 
Now, from equations (A) and (B), we have 
aa' = {a,s,){a\s\), {sib)[s\b') = {tA){t\b\) 
{ait,){a[t[) = (a2S2)(4s2), {s2b,){s'2b[) = {t2b2){t'2b'2) 
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{aiti){a'it'i) = (ai+iSi+i)(a;+is;^i), {si+ibi){s'^+^b[) = {U+ib,^i){t',^^b[^^) 
(z = 2 , . . . , 71 - 2) 
Since, in the above system of equalities all members belong to 5, so, by using conmiu-
tativity of 5, we have 
ao! = (aia;)(sis;), {sis\){by) = {tit[){bib[) 
{aia[){t,t[) = {a2a'^){s2s'^), (s24)(^i^'i) = it2t'2){b2b',] 
{aia'^iUt'i) = (ai+ia^+i)(si+is^+i), {si+ls'i_^_^){b^b[) = (i,+it;+i)((>,+ ife;+i) 
(z = 2 , . . . , n - 2) 
(a„_i<_i)(^„_iCi) = (cc')(sns'„), (s„s'„)(6n_i6;_i) = dd'; 
where aia'i, 0203,.. . , a„_ia'j_i, fcit'i, 62^2, • • •, 6„_i6'„_i G 5 and sis[,S2s'2— , .s„s',„ 
Thus, by Result 5.2.1, we have 
aa'^bb' = cc'^dd' => {aa',bb')T = {cc',dd')T^ {{a,b){a',b'))T = ((c,fi)(r'.^/')l^ =^  ^ 
is a congruence. 
Now define a : S -^ S x A and P : S -^ S x A 
by 
a(s) = {s,s^ 1), /3(s) = (s, 1 (g) s). 
Then a, /? are, clearly, semigroup morphisms. 
Since, u (g) 1 = 1 (g) M, we have 
a(u) = P{u), for all u eU. 
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Therefore a{d) = p{d) 
^ ( d , d ® l ) = (d , l®d) 
=> d (8) 1 = 1 (g) rf. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
Thus we have the following: 
Theorem 5.2.3. If [/ is a submonoid of a commutative monoid S, then d is in 
Dom{U, S) if and only if either d e U or there exists a zigzag in S over U with value 
d. n 
It may easily be verified that the arguments employed by Howie [51] in proving 
Theorems 8.3.4 to 8.3.5 work through to complete the proof for the following Isbell's 
Zigzag Theorem for the category of all commutative semigroups. 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let [/ be a subsemigroup of a commutative semigroup 6\ Then 
d e Dom{U, S) if and only if either d E U or there exists a zigzag in S over U with 
value d. • 
§ 5.3. ABSOLUTELY CLOSED SEMIGROUPS 
Most notable results in this area have been to the effect that certain classes of 
semigroups consist entirely of absolutely closed semigroups or entirely of saturated 
semigroups. For example, it was shown by Howie and Isbell [54] that right simple 
semigroups, finite monogenic semigroups and inverse semigroups are absolutely closed. 
Scheiblich and Moore [81] showed that the total transformation semigroup 7x, on any 
set X, is absolutely closed; this result is also proved by Hall [28], whose proof also 
works for the semigroup of partial transformations on a set. 
In [30], Higgins proved that the class of all generalized inverse semigroups is sat-
urated. Since the class of all regular medial semigroups is contained in the cliiss of all 
generalized semigroups, the class of all regular medial semigroups is saturated. We, 
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now, extend this result and show that a subclass of the class of all regular medial 
semigroups is absolutely closed. 
Definition 5.3.1 ([9]). A semigroup S is said to be weakly separative if for 0,6 G S, 
asa = asb = bsa = bsb for all s G 5 implies a = b. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let C be the class of all regular medial semigroups satisfying the 
identity x""*"^  = x""y for some positive integer n > 2. Then C is absolutely closfid. 
Result 5.3.3 ([84, Lemma 3]). Every regular semigroup is weakly separative. 
First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.4. Let 5 be a weakly separative medial semigroup satisfying the identity 
x""^ ^ = x"?/ for some positive integer n>2. Then xy = x^ for all x,y G S. 
Proof. For any x,y e S and Vs £ S, we have 
(x")s(x") = (x")s(x") 
= x"~^(xs)x" 
= x"~^(sx)x" (as S is medial) 
^n-lg^n+l 
= x" ^sx^'y (by property of S) 
= x"~^(sx)x"~^j/ 
= x"-^(xs)x"-^2/ (as S is medial) 
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= (a:")s(x"-^y). 
Similarly, we may prove that 
(x")s(x") = (x"-^2y)s(x") = (x"-iy)s(x"-iy). 
Since (x")s(x") = (x")s(x"-iy) = (x"-ij/)s(x") = (x"-iy)s(x"-iy) and, as S is 
weakly separative, we have x" = x"~^y. 
Repeating the above argument n — 2 times, we will get xy — x^ 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Lemma 5.3.5. Let 5 be a weakly separative medial semigroup satisfying the identity 
.^n+i _ y^n £QJ. gQjng positive integer n > 2. Then yx = x^ for all x,y e S. 
Using Result 5.3.3 and Lemmas 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, we have the following: 
Remark 5.3.6. Let 5 be a regular medial semigroup satisfying the identity x""^ ^ = 
x"-y [x""^ ^ = j/x"] for some positive integer n > 2. Then xy — x^ [yx = x^ for all 
x,y eS. 
Proof of the main theorem. Let f/ be a regular medial subsemigroup such that 
.^n+i ^ ^riy ^^^ g i^ g g^ j^ y semigroup contains U. Take any d G Dom{U, S) \ U. Then, 
by Result L4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal 
length m. 
Now 
d = aoyi 
— xiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaia[aiyi (as Oi e U) 
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Xiaxa\a2y2 (by zigzag equations as aiyi = a2y2) 
X\a\a\a2a'2a2y2 (since 02 G U) 
= Xiaiaia2eijy2 (where Cj = 0202) 
0:101010261^ 2/2 (since Ci G £^(5)) 
= Xiaiaia2eia3y2 (as x^ = xy) 
= 0:1010102(03^2) (as ei = O2O2) 
= Xi010^0204 • • • 02m-6a2m-4('^2m-3ym-l) 
^101010204 • • • a2m-&0,2m-iO'2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
— XiOiOia204 • • • 02m-6G2m-4(Q2m-2a2m-2'^2m-2)yn (since a2m-2 i« regular) 
= XiOiOi02a4 • • • 02m-6a2m-4a2m-2(a'2m-2"2m-2) Vm (since a2„,_202m-2 G E[S)) 
= Xiaiaia204 • • • 02m-6a2m-4a2m-2(a2m-2a2m-2)a2m-i?/m (since x^ = xy) 
= 00O1O2O4 • • • 02m-6a2m-4a2m-2(a2m-2^2m-2)a2m G f/ (by zigzag equatious) 
=» cfGt/. 
Hence Dom(C/, S) = t/. n 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 5.3.7. Let C be the class of all regular medial semigroup satisfying the 
identity x"+^ = yx" for some positive integer n > 2. Then C is absolutely closed. D 
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Theorem 5.3.8. All globally idempotent commutative semigroups satisfying the iden-
tity ax — axa[xa = axa\ are absolutely closed. 
Let us now assume that f/ be a globally idempotent commutative semigroup sat-
isfying the identity ax — axa[xa = axa] and let U he a subsemigroup in every properly 
containing semigroup S. 
Lemma 5.3.9. For all a e U and x,y e S\U, we have xay = xa^y. 
Proof. Since a G f/, we have 
a = CiC2---c„ Vci,C2,--- ,c„ e t/, 
Now 
xay = XC1C2 • • • Cny 
= XCi{c2---Cn)y 
= xci{c2 • • • Cn)ciy {since Ci,{c2---Cn) eU) 
= XCi{C2 • • • Cn)Ci{C2 • • • Cn)y (siuCC (C2 • • • C„), Cj G t / ) 
= x{ciC2 • • • Cn){CiC2 • • • Cn)y 
— xd}y 
This proves Lemma 5.3.9. 
Now to complete the proof of the theorem, we take any rf e 5 \ f/, and let (1) be 
a zigzag for d over U. Then 
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xialyi 
X\aia2y2 
= Xia2aiy2 
= X2azaiy2 
X2alaiy2 
= Xia2aiazy2 
= X2azaia-iy2 
= ^mO'2m-\0'\Q'Z ' ' ' (i2m-30-2m-iym 
= Xm-lO'2m-20.lCi3 • • ' 0'2m-30,2m. 
— ^m-lO-2m~30,2m-20-1^3 ' ' ' Ci2m-5(^2m 
= Xiaia2a4 • • • a2m-2(^2m 
— aoOg • • • 02771 
771 
n a2i e U. 
i=0 
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CHAPTER 6 
EMBEDDING OF SPECIAL SEMIGROUP AMAL-
GAMS 
§ 6.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we study the classes of all those regular semigroups whicli have the 
special amalgamation property. In Section 6.2, we show that a regular subseniigroup of 
a semigroup satisfying some condition in the containing semigroup is closed in the con-
taining semigroup. As immediate corollaries, we have got that the special semigroup 
amalgam U = [{S,S'}; U; {i,a \ U}] within the class of left [right] quasinormal 
orthodox semigroups, 7^[£]-unipotent semigroups and left[right] Clifford semigroups 
is embeddable in a left [right] quasinormal orthodox semigroup, 7^[£]-unipotent semi-
group and left[right] Clifford semigroup respectively. Further, we prove that every 
special amalgam of the class of all 7^[£]-unipotent semigroups is strongly embeddable 
in the class of all left[right] semiregular orthodox semigroups which implies tliat every 
special amalgam of the class of all 7^[£]-unipotent semigroups is strongly embeddable 
in the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. Finally, we show that the classes of all 
WL[WR]-regular orthodox semigroups and that of all Ieft[right] seminormal orthodox 
semigroups have special amalgamation property. 
In Section 6.3, we have proved some results on closedness of the class of all bands in 
to the class of all semigroups satisfying some homotypical identities. Firstly, we prove 
that the class of all normal bands is closed within the class of all medial semigroups, 
generalizing the long known fact that the class of all normal bands is closed (see [80]). 
Finally, we prove that the class of all Ieft[right] seminormal bands is closed within the 
class of all semigroups satisfying the identity axy = axyay[yxa = yayxa]. From this 
result, we got a corollary that the class of all left [right] seminormal bands is closed. 
This, generalizes the result on quasinormal bands. 
§ 6.2. ON AMALGAMS OF REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
Howie and Isbell [54] had shown that each inverse semigroup is a special amal-
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gamation base. Whether we can generalize or not this result in the class of all reg-
ular semigroups is an open problem. In this section, we have studied the special 
amalgamation property in some subclasses of regular semigroups which are wider or 
different classes than the class of inverse semigroups. Firstly, we show that special 
amalgam U = [{S,S'}\ U; {i,a \ U}], satisfying some condition, where U is a reg-
ular subsemigroup of S, is strongly embeddable. Further, we prove that the class 
of all left[right] Clifford semigroups, 7l[£]-unipotent semigroups, left [right] quasinor-
mal orthodox semigroups, WL[WR]-regular orthodox semigroups and the class of all 
left[right] seminormal orthodox semigroups have special amalgamation property. We 
do not know whether or not the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups has spec ial amal-
gamation property. However, we are able to show that the class of all 7^[£]-imipotent 
semigroups is strongly embeddable in the class of all left[right] semiregular orthodox 
semigroups, which implying that the class of all 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups is strongly 
embeddable in the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. 
Definition 6.2.1. A semigroup S is said to be left[nght] Clifford if S is regular and 
aS C Sa[Sa C aS] for all aeS. 
Characterization of a left Clifford semigroups may be stated as follows. 
Result 6.2.2. Let 5 be a semigroup and let E{S), the set of all idempotents of S, be 
a band. Then the following statements on S are equivalent: 
(i) 5 is a left CHfford semigroup; 
(ii) (Ve e E{S)) eS C Se; 
(in) (Ve e E(S)) (Vo € S)eae = ea. 
Characterization of a right Clifford semigroup may be stated dually. 
Definition 6.2.3. A K-unipotent semigroup 5 is a regular semigroup whose set of 
idempotents form a left regular band (i.e. E{S) is a subsemigroup satisfying the identity 
efe = ef). 
C-unipotent semigroups are defined dually. Structure theorems for 7^-unipotent 
semigroups may be found in [90] and [91]. 
Definition 6.2.4. A left[right] quasi normal orthodox semigroup 5 is a regular semi-
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group whose idempotents form a left[right] quasinormal band (i.e. efg = efeg[gfe = 
gefe] \fej,ge E{S), see [72] for more details). 
The class of all left quasinormal orthodox semigroups contains both the classes ot 
7?.-unipotent semigroups and that of generalized inverse semigroups. Duall>' the class 
of all right quasinormal orthodox semigroups contains the class of £-unipotent semi-
groups and that of generalized inverse semigroups. 
The following result is a part of left-right dual of Theorem 1 in [90]. 
Result 6.2.5. Let 5 be a regular semigroup. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) S is 7?.-unipotent; 
(b) (Ve G E){\/a G S){W G V{a)) ae = aea'a. 
We require the following well known properties of a left quasinormal orthodox 
semigroup. In the following, we shall denote by a', u', etc. as arbitrary inverses of a, u, 
etc. 
Result 6.2.6. Let 5 be a left quasinormal orthodox semigroup. Let a E S and e be 
an idempotent of S. 
(i) If a' is an inverse of a, then aea' and a'ea are idempotents. 
(n) (Ve, / G £;)(Va G S){W G V{a)) aef = aea'af. 
The above result for a right quasinormal orthodox semigroup may be stated dually. 
Definition 6.2.7. A quasi-inverse semigroup 5 is a regular semigroup whose set of 
idempotents forms a regular band i.e. efge = efege Ve, f,g e E{S). 
Definition 6.2.8. A leftfrightj seminormal orthodox semigroup 5 is a regular semi-
group whose set of idempotents forms a left[right] seminormal band i.e. efg = efgeg[gfe 
gegfe] V e , / , p G E ( 5 ) . 
Definition 6.2.9. A WL[WRJ regular orthodox semigroup 5 is a regular semigroup 
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whose set of idempotents forms a WLfWRJ- regular band i.e. efg = efnge[fge = 
efege] ^e,f,geE{S). 
It is clear that a class of all R[L]-unipotent semigroups is contained in the class of 
all WL[WR]- regular orthodox semigroups which in turn is contained in the class of all 
quasi-inverse semigroups. The class of all seminormal orthodox semigroups and that 
of all quasi-inverse semigroups are two different classes within the class of all regular 
semigroups. These classes of semigroups contain both the class of all left[riglit] quasi-
normal orthodox semigroups as well as the class of all R[L]-unipotent semigroups. 
We require the following well known properties of a quasi-inverse semigroup, 
WL[WR] regular orthodox semigroup and left[right] seminormal orthodox semigroup. 
Result 6.2.10. Let 5 be a semigroup with a band E{S) of idempotents. Then the 
following statements on S are equivalent: 
(i) 5 is a quasi-inverse semigroup; 
(ii) (Ve,/ G E{S)){ya G S){W e V{a)) aefa'a = aea'afa'a. 
Result 6.2.11. Let 5 be a semigroup with a band E{S) of idempotents. Then the 
following statements on 5" are equivalent: 
(i) 5 is a WL- regular orthodox semigroup; 
(ii) (Ve,/ G E{S)){\/a G 5)(Va' G V{a)) aef = aea'afa'a. 
Characterization of WR- regular orthodox semigroup may be stated dually. 
Result 6.2.12. Let 5 be a regular semigroup and E{S) be a set of idempotents of S. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) 5 is a left seminormal orthodox semigroup; 
(ii) (Ve, / G E{S)){ya G 5)(Va' G V{a)) aef = aefa'af. 
Dually, we may state the above result about a right seminormal orthodox semigroup. 
Result 6.2.13. Let 5 be a regular semigroup. Let a G 5 and e be an idempot(>nt of 
S. If a' is an inverse of a, then aea' and a'ea are idempotents. 
In [80], Scheiblich had proved, by using zigzag manipulations, that the class of 
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all normal bands is closed. In [5], Alam and Khan generalized this result to the class 
of all left [right] regular bands. In [30], Higgins had shown that a generalized inverse 
subsemigroup of a semigroup satisfying a certain condition is closed in the containing 
semigroup. 
Infact he proved the following Result: 
Result 6.2.14 ([30, Proposition 3]). Let S be semigroup and /7 be a generalized in-
verse subsemigroup of S. For all s,t E: S and all e, / G E{U) suppose that seft = sfet. 
Then U is closed in S. 
Proof. Suppose d G Dom{U, S) \ U. Then there exist a zigzag in S over U with value 
d. Suppose this zigzag has length one and so has the form d = uoy = xuyij = xu2-
Then 
d = xuin — {xui)u[{uiy) = uou\u2 G U. 
Therefore to complete the proof it is sufficient to show that any zigzag in S over 
U with value d and length m > I can be replaced by zigzag of length m - 1 with the 
same value. Hence suppose d has zigzag as in Result 1.6.1. Now we have 
d = xiuiyi = {xiUi)u[{uiyi) = uou[u2y2-
Also 
(X2U3)U2UIU[U2 = Xi{u2U2){Uiu\)U2 = Xi{uiu[){u2u'2U2). 
Therefore 
X2U3U2Uiu[u2 = {XiUi)u\u2 = UQU\U2. 
This calculation justifies the first two lines of the following zigzag of length m - 1: 
d = {uou\u2)y2 
= X2{u3U2UiU[U2)y2 
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= Xm-liu2m-3U'2m-i ' • " Uiu[ • • • U2^_3U2m-2)?/m 
= X^{u2m-lU2m-2 ' ' ' " l ^ " ' ' ^^2m-3"2m-2)ym 
= Xm{U2m-lU2m-2 ' ' ' " l ^ ' l ' ' ' « 2 m - l " 2 m ) 
where the bracketed terms form the new zigzag's spine. 
The argument at the z*'' stage is as follows. Given 
d = Xi{U2i-lU2i_2 • • • Uiu[ • • • U2i-2)yi 
then we also have 
W2i-1^^21-2 •••Uiu\--- U2i-2yi 
" 2 i - l [ w ' 2 i _ i U 2 i - i ] K i _ 2 • • "Uiw'i • • • U2i-2\yi-
The bracketed terms are idempotents: the latter from Result 1.2.20 and induction. 
Then since idempotents commute with in products this equals 
U2i-lW2i-2 • • • ^ 1 ^ 1 • • • '^2i-2u'2i-iU2i-iyi 
= W2i-lW2i-2 • • • ""iWl • • • W2i_iW2iyi+l-
Therefore d = Xi{u2i-iu'2i_2 ''' '"I'^i"'" fJ-2i)yi+ii which is the next line of the zigzag. 
An argument for two consecutive lines involving the same yi is dual to the above. This 
completes the proof. D 
We extend this result to a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup satisfying some 
conditions in the containing semigroup. Next, we prove a similar result about a regular 
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subsemigroup satisfying some conditions in the containing regular semigroup. As imme-
diate corollaries of this result, we have got that the classes of all left[right] (juasinormal 
orthodox semigroups and that of all 7?--unipotent[£-unipotent], left[right] Cliflord semi-
groups are closed within the classes of all left[right] quasinormal orthodox semigroups 
and that of all 7^-unipotent[£-unipotent], left[right] Clifford semigroups respectively. 
The following theorem extends Result 6.2.14 to regular semigroups. 
Theorem 6.2.15. Let 5 be a semigroup and [/ be a regular subsemigroup of 5. If 
se — ses Vs G 5 and Ve G E{U), then U is closed in S. 
Proof. Take any d G Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (i.4.1) be a 
zigzag of minimal length m in 5 over U with value d. Now 
d = oo2/i 
= xittiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia^aiyi (as [/ is a regular semigroup) 
Xiaia^a2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia^xia2y2 (as xi G 5 and aia[ G E{U) 
Xiaia\X2a3y2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xiaia[x2a3a'^a3y2 (as f/ is a regular semigroup) 
Xiaia[xia2a'^asy2 (by the zigzag equations) 
Xiaia[a2a':ia3y2 (as Xi G 5 and aia[ G E{U)) 
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= aoa'i0203(032/2) (by the zigzag equations) 
= 000102030405 • • • 0 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 3 ( ' ^ 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
= Xiaia\a2a'^aia'^ • • • a^m-ia^m-ii^^^m-zym-i) (by zigzag equations) 
= xiaiaiXi02a30405 • • • 02m-4a2,„-3(a2m-3ym-i) (as Xi G 5 and aia\ e E{U)) 
= xi0101X203030405 • • • a2m-4a2m-3(o2m-3ym-i) (by zigzag equatious) 
= XiOiOiX20303X2a405 • • • 0 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 3 ( a 2 m - 3 y m - l ) (aS X2 G 5 a n d QyTlj^ G E{U)) 
= Xiaia\x2aza'2,xza^a'^ • • • a2m-4a2m-3(«2m-32/m-i) (by zigzag equations) 
= XiaiOiX2a303X30505X3a6 • • • a 2 m - 4 a ' 2 m - 3 ( a 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
(as X3 e 5 and ar.a'r, e E{U)) 
= XiOiaiX20303X3a505 • • • Xm-2a2m-4a2m-3(«2m-3ym-l) 
= X1O1O1X2O3O3X3O5O5 • • • Xm-i02m-3a2m-3(«2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations) 
= X1O1O1X2O3O3 • • • Xm-ia2m-3(l2m-3^rn-l(l2m-2ym 
(as x,„_i e S and a2m-3a2,„_3 G E{U)) 
= Xiaiaix2a3a3^3a5a5""" ^m-i0.2m-30,'2m-3^ma2m-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOiO'i • • •Xm-ia2m-30-'2m-3^rnCl'2m-lO'2m-l(^2m-iym (fiS IJ is r e g u l a r ) 
= XiOiOi • • • Xm-ia2m-3(l2m-3^rn-lO-2m-2Ci2m-l0.2m ( b y z i g z a g e q u a t i o n s ) 
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( a s Xra-\ G 5 a n d a2m-3477 , -3 ^ ^iU)) 
= Xia iC ' iXi02030405 • • • a2m-4a '2m-3"2m-2a2„ j_ ia2m 
= X1O1O1O2O3O4O5 • • • 02m-4a2m-3«2m-2a2m-1^2m (oS Xi G S" a n d OiO' G £ ' (6 ' ' ) ) 
= Ooa'i02a304a5 • • • 02m-4a2^_3«2m-2a2„_i02m ^ U (bv zigzag equations) 
^ deU. Hence Dom(C/, S) = U . n 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 6.2.16. Let 5 be a semigroup and U he a. regular subsemigroup of 5. If 
es — ses Vs G 5 and Ve G E{U), then U is closed in S. • 
The following theorem immediately shows that the class of all left [right] quasi-
normal orthodox semigroups and the class of all 7^-unipotent[£-unipotent)(left[rightj 
Clifford) semigroups are closed within the class of all left [right] quasinormal ortho-
dox semigroups and the class of all 7^-unipotent[£-unipotent](left[right] Clifford) semi-
groups respectively. 
Theorem 6.2.17. Let S be any regular semigroup and U be any regular subsemi-
group of 5. If efg = efeg Ve G E{S) and V/,^ G E{U), then U is closed in S. 
Proof. Suppose d G Dom{U,S)\U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, there exist a zigzag 
(1.4.1) in 5 over U with value d of minimal length m. Now 
d = aoVi 
= Xittiyi (by zigzag equations) 
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Xiaia 
Xiaia' 
X i a i a 
X ] ^ JC-t Ju 
Xittia' 
— XiU^a 
Xittia 
= Xiaia' 
= X jC ia 
= Xiaia 
= XiUia' 
= Xiaitt 
am 
02^2 
0202022/2 
01010202022/2 
XjXi 0202021/2 
XiXia2y2 
3^1X203^2 
XiX2a303a3?/2 
x ' iXia2a3a3y2 
x'jXi 02020203032/2 
02020203032/2 
0203032/2 
(as [/ is a regular semigroup) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as {/ is a regular semigroup) 
(as 5 is a regular semigroup) 
(as x\xi e -£'(5) k 0101,0202 ^ 'E'(^')) 
(as [/ is a regular semigroup) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(as t/ is a regular semigroup) 
(by the zigzag equations) 
(as C is a regular semigroup) 
(as x[xi G £'(5) & 0101,0202 G E{U 
(as U is a regular semigroup) 
= 00010203(032/2) (by the zigzag equations) 
— 000102030405 • • • a2m-4a2m-3("2m-32/m-l) 
XiOiOi02a304a5 • • • a2m-4a'2m-3(<^2m-32/m-l) 
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(by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia\x\Xia2a'^aia'^ • • • a 2 m - 4 0 2 m - 3 ( ^ 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
I clS Xi X J e E{S) & aia[,a2a2 G E{U)) 
= Xiaia[x[x2a3a3a4ai, • • • a2m-44m-3(a2m-3ym-i) (by zigzag e(iuations) 
= Xiaia[x[x2a3a'3X2X2aia'^ • • • 02^-402^-3(^2m-32/m-i) 
(as X2X2 G -£(5) & 0303,0404 G fi'lt/)) 
= xiOiOiXia;2a3a3X2a;30505 • • • a2m-402„_3(a2m-3ym-i) (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOio'iXiX2a3a3X2a;3a5a5x'3X306 • • • a 2 m - 4 a 2 ^ _ 3 ( a 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
(as X3X3 G E{S) & 0505, oeOf. G E{U)) 
= XiOiOiXiXaOsOg • • • X ^ _ 2 0 2 , n - 4 0 2 ^ _ 3 ( 0 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
= XiOiOiXiX2a3a3 • • • Xm-ia2Tn-302^_3(a2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations) 
= X i a i a i X i X 2 a 3 a 3 • • • Xr„_ i02m-302„i_3X^_lX, r i - l02m-2? /m 
(a s x ; „ _ i X ^ _ i G E{S) k 0 2 , n - 3 a 2 m - 3 . a 2 m - 2 a 2 „ , _ 2 ^ E{U)] 
= Xiaia\x2aza'^X3a5a'r, • • • Xm-ia2m-3a2m-3^m-i^rna2m-iym (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOio'i • • •3:^-ia2m-302r„_3X^_iX„i02r„_ia2^_ia2m-iym (as l' is regular) 
= XiOio'i • • • a;m-i02m-302r„_3X^_iX,n-ia2m-202,„_ia2m (by zigzag equatious) 
— XiOiO'i • • • Xm_i02m-3 f i2m-3^2m-202^_ ia2m 
( a s X ; , _ i X ^ _ i G E{S) k a 2 m - 3 a 2 m - 3 ' a 2 m - 2 0 2 „ , _ 2 ^ E(U 
Xiaia[x[Xia2a'^a4a'r, • • • a2m-40''2m~3^2m-2a2m-l(^27i 
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= Xiaia\a2a';ja4a'^ • • • a2m-4'^2m-3'^2m-202m-1^2m 
(as x'jXi G E{S) k a,a\,a>a'., G E(U)) 
= aoa'ia2a'304a5 • • • a2m-4a'2m-3a2m-2a2m-ia2m e U (by zigzag equations) 
^deU. Hence Dom(t/, 5) = t/ . Q 
Following corollaries are easy consequences of Theorem 6.2.17, Result, 6.2.6, Result 
6.2.5 and Result 6.2.2. 
Corollary 6.2.18. If [/ is a left[right] quasinormal orthodox subsemigroup of a 
left[right] quasinormal orthodox semigroup S, then U is closed in S. 
Corolleiry 6.2.19. If (7 is a 7^-unipotent [£-unipotent] subsemigroup of a 7^-unipotent [C-
unipotent] semigroup 5, then U is closed in S. 
Corollary 6.2.20. If t/ is a left[right] Clifford subsemigroup of a left[right] Clifford 
semigroup 5, then U is closed in S. 
Above corollaries may also be stated as follows: 
Corollary 6.2.21. Let U he a left [right] quasinormal orthodox (7?,[£]-unipotent, 
left[right] Clifford) subsemigroup of a left [right] quasinormal orthodox (7^[£]-unipot 
-ent, left[right] Clifford) semigroup S. Let S' be a left [right] quasinormal orthodox 
(7^[>C]-unipotent, left[right] Clifford) semigroup disjoint from S and let a : S -> S' be 
an isomorphism. Let P = S *u 5", the free product of the amalgam 
U=[{S,S'}; U; {i,a\U}l 
where i is the inclusion mapping of U into S, and let /x, ij! be the natural monomor-
phisms from S, S' respectively into P, then 
Sii n S'n' = Un. 
Therefore the amalgam U is embeddable in a left[right] quasinormal orthodox {Tl[C]-
unipotent, left [right] Clifford) semigroup. 
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In [2], we have shown that the classes of all quasinormal orthodox semigroups 
and 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups are closed. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether the 
classes of all left[right] quasinormal orthodox semigroups and that of all 7^ [>C]- niipotent 
semigroups are closed within the classes of all quasi-inverse semigroups and t hat of all 
left [right] semiregular orthodox semigroups respectively. In the forthcoming theorem, 
we show that the class of all 7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups is closed within the class of all 
left[right] semiregular orthodox semigroups. As a corollary, we got that the class of all 
7?.[£]-unipotent semigroups is closed within the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. 
However, the closedness of the class of all quasinormal orthodox semigroups in the class 
of aU quasi-inverse semigroups and left[right] semiregular orthodox semigroups is not 
yet known. Further, we have shown that the class of all WL[WR]-regular orthodox 
semigroups and the class of all left[right] seminormal orthodox semigroups have special 
amalgamation property. 
Lemma 6.2.22. Let U he a 7^-unipotent semigroup and S be any left semiregular 
orthodox semigroup such that U he a subsemigroup of S. If for d e Dom(U,S) \ U 
and (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U of minimal length m, then 
j - i j 
{Y[{a2i-2a'2i_i)){a2j-3yj-i) = (fJ(o2i_2a2i_i))(a2j-iyj) (V j = 2, • • • , m) 
t = l i=\ 
Proof. Now 
( n (a2i-2a2i-i))(a2j-3%-i) 
= aoa'ia2a^( JJ (a2i-2a2z-i))(a2j-3%-i) 
t=3 
i-1 
= Xiaia\a2a'^{Yl{a2i-2a2i-i))io-2j-2yj) (by zigzag equations) 
1=3 
= Xi{x[xiaia[a2a'2)a2a'^{Yl{a2i-2a'2i-i))a2j-2yj (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
i=3 
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J-1 
Xi{x[xiaia[a2a'2x\xia2a'2aia[a2a'2)a2a'^{Y[iO''2i-2a2i-i))o-2j^2y] 
i=3 
(since x[xi,aia\,a2a[. G E{S)) 
Xix\Xiaia[a2a'2x[x2a3a'2a\a[a2a'2a2a'^aia'^{Y\ {(^2i-2(^2i-i))^2j-2yj 
i=4 
(by zigzag equations) 
Xiaia\a2a2X^X2a3a'2aia\a2a2a2a'^aia'^{ J ] (a2i-2a2i-]))^2j-2% 
i=4 
(since Xi is regular) 
ZiZ2(4^2a3a2<^ia'ia2a3<^4a4)«4a5( IT (fl2i-2a2i-i))«2j-2%-
i=4 
(where Zi = Xiaia\a2a'2x\ and as X2,02,^4 are regular) 
ZiX2{x2X2eia4a\)a4a'c,{ H (a2i-2a2i-i))^2j-2% 
i=4 
(where ei = 03020101020.3 £ E{U)) 
= 2iX2(x2X2eia4a4X2X2a404/a404)a4a5( n (a2i-2a2j_i))a2j-2% 
i=4 
(since X2X2, 7,0404 £ £"(5)) 
= 21X2 • • • Xj.2{x'j_2Xj_2e2a2j-iCi'2j-4)0-2j-iCi'2j-zO'2j-2yj 
(where 62 = a2j_5a2j-6a2j-7 • • • 030201010203 • • • 02j_7a2j_6a2j_5 G E{U)) 
= 21X2X5X2 • • • Xj^2{x'j_2^j-2e2a2j-.4a2j-i)a2j-4Z2 (where 22 = 02j_302j_2yj) 
= 21X2 • • • a:j-2(a;j_2Xj-2e2a2j_4a2j-44-2^j-2a2j-4a2j-4e2a2j-4a2j-4)^2i-422 
(since Xj_2Xj_2,e202j_4,a2j_4 G E{S)) 
= Z1X2 • • • Xj^2{x'j_2Xj-2e2a2j-4a2j-A^'j-2Xj-ia2j-30''2j-4e2a2j-ia'2j_4)a2j-4Z2 
(as Xj-20'2j-4 = Xj_i02j-3 by zigzag equations) 
a2j-2yj (where 22 = a;^_:(a2j-2yi) 
= Z1X2 • • • Xj-2e2a2j-4a'2j^4x'j_2Xj-ia2j-2a'2j-ie2a2j-4a'2j_^a2j-2yj 
(as Xj_2 and a2j-4 ar(> regular) 
= Z1X2 • • • Z3{x'j_iXj-ia2j-3a2j_4e2a2j-Aa'2j_3)a2j-2yj 
(where 23 = Xj^2x'j_2Xj-2e2a2j-4a'2j-^4^'j^2'^'j-i) 
= 21X2 • • • 2:3(x^_iXj_ie3a2j-2a2j-2)«2j-2% 
(where 63 = a2j-3a2^_4e2a2j-4a2j_3 G E{U) and a2j-2 is regular) 
= 21X2 • • • 23(4- l^J-1^3a2j-2a2j-2^j- l^J- l02j-2a2j-2e3a2j-2a2j-2)Q2j-2?yi 
(since x^-_iXj_i,e3,a2j-2a2j-2 ^ ^(5')) 
= 2iX2 • • • Z3{x'j_•^Xj-.le3a2j-2a2j^2^'j^lXja2j-l{a'2j_la2j-la2J^2("'3^2j-2)yJ 
(as a2j-i,a2j-2 are regular) 
= 21X2 • • • Z3{x'j_^Xj^ie3a2j-2a2j_2^'j_iXja2j-i{a'2j_ia2j-ie4)yj 
(where 64 = a2j_2e3a2j-2 'S E{U)) 
= 2ia;2 • • • Z3{x'j_iXj^ieza2j-2a'2j_2^'j_iXja2j-i{a'2j_ia2j-ie4a2j_ia2j-i)yj 
(since a2j_ia2j_i,a2j_2e3a2j-2 e; ^(t /)) 
= 21X2 • • • Z3{x'j_-^Xj^ie3a2j-2a'2j_2^'j_iXja2j-ie4a2j_ia2j-iyj (as 02^-1 is legular) 
= 2ia:2 • • • Z3{x'j_-^Xj^ie3a2j-2a2j^2x'j^iXj-ia2j-2e4a2j_ia2j-iyj 
(as Xja2j-i = Xj_ia2j-2 by zigzag equations) 
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= ZiX2 • • • Z3{x'j_-^Xj-ieza2j-2a2j-2x'j-iXj-ia2j-2a'2j-.2^3a2j-2a2j-iO'2j~iy, 
(where 64 = a'2j^2^30'2j-2 G E{U)', 
= Z1X2 • • • Z3{x'j_-^Xj-ieza2j-2a'2j^2)<^2j-2a'2j-lO'2j-iyj 
(since x^.^Xj-i, 63, a2j-2«2j-2 ^ - '^('5)) 
= 21X2 • • • Xj-2X'j_2Xj-2e2a'2j-'ia2j-A^'j-2^j-lX'j-l^j-l(^3(^2j-2a'2j-l(J'2j~iyj 
(where 23 = Xj-2x'j_2^j-2e20'2j-iO,'2j-Ax'j_2Xj^i and as a2j-2 is regular) 
= Z1X2 • • • Xj-2^'j_2Xj-2e20'2]-i0!2j_iX'j_2Xj-ieza2j-20!2j-M2j-iyj) 
(since Xj^i is regular) 
21X2 • • • Xj-2^'j_2Xj-2e2a-2j-A(^'2j-i^)-2^j-\(^2j-Z0!2j^ie2a2j-Aa'2j_j,a2j-2(-''2j^l 
{a2j-iyj) (where 63 = a2j-3a2^_4e2a2j-4a2,^:. e E{U)) 
Z1X2 • • • Xj^2{3:'j-2^j-2e2a2j-ia'2j_iX'j_2Xj^2a2j-ia'2j-4^2a2j-'lO,2j^i)a2j-ia'2^_2 
0'2i-20!2j-i{a2j-iyj) 
(as Xj_ia2j-3 = Xj_2a2j-4 by zigzag equations and a2j-4 is regular) 
21X2 • • • Xj_2(x^_2X_,_2e2a2j-4a2j-4)( n ( « 2 t - 2 a 2 i - l ) ) ( « 2 j - l % ) 
i=j-2 
(since Xj-_2Xj_2,62,02^-402^-4 ^ E{S)) 
i -1 
Xiaia[a2a'2x\x2 • • • Xj_2(x^_2Xj_2e2a2j-4a2j_4)( H (a2i-2a28-i))(«2j-iyi) 
i = i - 2 
(where 21 = X\a\a\a2a'2x\ 
Xi(xiXiaiaia2a2^ia;ia2a2aiaia2a2)a2a3(n (021-2021-1 ))(a2j_iyj; 
i=3 
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J-1 
= Xi{x[xiaia[a2a'2)a2a':i{ f] (a2i-2a2j-i))(a2j-iyj) 
1=3 
(since x[xi,aia\,a'^<a'2 G E{S)) 
Xiaiaia2a3( f] (a2i-2a2i_i))(a2j_iyj) 
t=3 
(since Xi,a2 are regular' 
= aoaia2a^( H (a2i-2a2i-i))(a2j-iyj) 
i=3 
(by zigzag equations) 
= (ri(a2i-2a2i-i))(a2j-i?/j)-
1=1 
Theorem 6.2.23. Let V be the class of all 7?.-unipotent semigroups and C he the class 
of all left semiregular orthodox semigroups. Then V is C-closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be a 7?.-unipotent semigroup and a left semiregular orthodox 
semigroup respectively with U a subsemigroup of S. Take any d e Dom{U,S) \ U. 
Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of 
minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aoyi 
XiOiJ/i 
xiaio'iaiyi 
aoa[{aiyi) 
{aoa[){a2a'^){a3y2) 
(by zigzag equations) 
(since ai is regular) 
(since ai is regular) 
(by lemma 2.1) 
n(«2i-2a2i_i)(a3y2) 
i = l 
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m—i 
n ( a 2 i - 2 a 2 t - l ) ( a 2 m - 3 j / m - l ) 
i=l 
n(a2i-2a2i-i)(a2m-iym) (by lemma 2.1) 
i=0 
= n(«2i-2a2i-i)(«2m) € [/ (by zigzag equations) 
=> deU. Hence Dom([/, 5) = t/ . • 
Dually, we may state the following: 
Theorem 6.2.24. Let V be a class of all £-unipotent semigroups and C be a class of 
all right semiregular orthodox semigroups with V a subclass of C. Then V is closed in 
C. • 
Corollary 6.2.25. Let V be a class of all 72.-unipotent semigroups and C be a class 
of all quasi-inverse semigroups with V a subclass of C. Then V is closed in C. 
Since the class of WL[WR]- regular orthodox semigroups is contained in the class of 
quasi-inverse semigroups, it is natural to ask whether the class of all WL[WR] -regular 
orthodox semigroups is closed in the class of all quasi-inverse semigroups. We have not 
been able to answer this question. However, in the following, we prove that the class of 
all WL[WR]-regular orthodox semigroups is closed and, thus, generalize [2, Corollary 
2.5]. 
Theorem 6.2.26. The class of all WL-regular orthodox semigroups is closed. 
Proof. Let U and S be WL-regular orthodox semigroups with U a subsemigroup of 
S. Take d e Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag in 
S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aovi 
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^^iQiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia[aiyi (since ai is regular) 
= Xiaia\a2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xi{x[xiaia[a2a2)a2y2 (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
Xi{x'iXiaia[x\xia2a2x\xi)a2y2 (since x'^Xi, 0101,0202 €: £^(5) 
and £^(5) is WL-reguIar band) 
Xix[xiaia[x\xia2a'2x\x2asy2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xix[xiaia[x[xia2a2x[x2a2a';^asy2 (since 03 is regular) 
Xix\xiaia[x[xia2a'2x\xia2a'^azy2 (by zigzag equations) 
xix'iXiaia[a20,2a2a'^a3y2 (since XiXi,ai01,0202 £ •£'(5')) 
XiOiO'i 020303 /^2 (since Xi,02 is regular) 
aoaia2a3(<i3?/2) (by zigzag equations) 
— aoa[a2a'^ • • • a 2 m - 4 « 2 m - 3 ( ^ 2 m - 3 2 / m - l ) 
^101010203 • • • a2m-4a2m-3(^2m-3ym-i) (by zigzag equatious) 
Xi 0101X1X102022^1X10203 ^2m-4'^2m-3 (a2m-32ym-l) 
(since XiXi,Oiai,02o'2 G £ ( S ) ) 
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= Xiaia\x\xia2a'2x\x2aza'j^ • • • a2m-4a2m-3(Q2m-3ym-i) (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia[x[Xia2a'2X\x2aza'^ • • • Xm-20'2m-Aa'2m~3{a2m-3ym-l) 
= z---Xm-2a2m-4a'2m-3i(^2m-3ym-i) (where z = Xiaia\x\xia2a'2x\x2a3a'^) 
= z--- {xm-\a2in-3a'2m-3){(^2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations) 
= 2 • • • {Xm-\a2m-ZCi'2m-30'2m~20''2m-2){0'2m-2ym) (sinCC a2m-2 IS r e g u l a r ) 
Z- • • Xm-l(l2m-3Q'2m-Z^m-l^m-\(i-2m-20'2m-2''^m-\^rn-\a-2m-2y7. 
(since x;,_iX^_i,a2m-3a2„,_3,a2m-2a2m-2 ^ ^(5)) 
and E{S) is WL-regular band) 
= Z- • • Xm-lO'2m-30^2m-3^m-].^rn-lO'2m-20'2m-2^m-l^rnO-2rn-iym 
(by zigzag equations) 
= Z • • • Xm-lO,2m-30'2m-3^Tn-l^rn-lO'2m-2(i2m-2-'^m-l^rnO'2m-l0.2r,i--lO'2m-iym 
(since a2m-i is regular) 
= 2 • • • Xm-ia2m-3a'2m-3^m-l^rn-lO-2m--2CI-2m-2^m-i^rn-ia2m-2CI'2m~l(^'irn 
(by zigzag equations) 
= 2 • • • a : m - i a 2 m - 3 a 2 m - 3 " 2 m - 2 ( a 2 m - 2 ^ 2 m - 2 a 2 ^ - i a 2 m 
( s ince x ' ^ _ i X ^ _ i , a 2 m - 3 a 2 m - 3 > « 2 m - 2 a 2 m - 2 ^: E{S)) 
= 2 • • • a;jji_2a2m-4a2m-3^2m-2a2m-i^2m (by zigzag equations) 
= Xiaia\x[Xia2a2x\x2a3a'^ • • • a2m-402TO-3«2m-202m-1^2m 
(as 2 = Xiaia[x[xia2a2x[x2a3a'r^) 
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= Xiaia[x[Xia2a'2X[Xia2a'^ • • • a2m-4a '2m-3^2m-2a2m-l*^2m 
(by zigzag equations as X2O3 = •^ 102) 
= 0:1010102020203 • • • 0,2m-ia'2m-Z'^2m-2a'2m-l^'im (slllCe x[Xi,aia[, O^^'i ^ ^i^)) 
= aoa'ia2a3 • • • a2m-4a2m-3a2m-2a2^_ia2m e U (by zigzag eciuations) 
=^ deU. Hence Dom{U, S) = U . • 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 6.2.27. The class of all WR-regular orthodox semigroups is closed. • 
In [2], authors have shown that the class of all left [right] quasinornia) orthodox 
semigroups is closed. Now, we generalize this result and show that the cl;iss of all 
left[right] seminormal orthodox semigroups is closed and, as a corollary, we deduce 
that the class of all left[right] seminormal bands is closed and, thus, generalize Theo-
rems 2.2 and 2.3 of [4]. 
Theorem 6.2.28. The class of all left seminormal orthodox semigroups is closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be left seminormal orthodox semigroups with U a subsemigroup 
of 5. Take d e Dom{U,S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (1.4.1) be a zigzag 
in S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aoVi 
= Xiaiyi (by zigzag equations) 
= XiOia'iOii/i (since oi is regular) 
= Xiaiaia2y2 (by zigzag equations) 
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Xix\xiaia[a2a2a2y2 (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
Xix'iXiaia'i 0202X1X10202022/2 (since XjXi,0101,0202 G £'(5) 
and £^(5) is left seminormal band) 
XiX 
XiX 
XiX 
= XiX' 
= XiX 
XiOiO'i 0202X1X102^/2 
Xiaiai02a2XiX203y2 
(since 02 is regular) 
(by zigzag equations) 
XiOiOia202XiX2030303y2 (since 03 is regular) 
Xiaiaia202XiXi0203a3y2 (by zigzag equations) 
Xiaiaia2a2XiXi020202a303j/2 (since 02 is regular) 
XiX'iXiOiOi 020202^303^2 (since XjX],0101,0202 G E(S)) 
and E{S) is left seminormal band) 
= XiOiOia2a3(o32/2) (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
00010203(03^2) (by zigzag equations) 
- O0O1O2O3 • • • 02m-4a2TO-3("2m-3ym-l) 
XiOiOi02a3 • • • 02m-402j„_302m-32/m-l (by zigzag equations) 
Xix'iXi010102020203 • • •02m-402„,_3a2m-32/m-i (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
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XiX'iXiaiOi0202X1X102020203 • • • 02m-4a2m-3'^2m-32/m-l 
(since XjXi, ojOj, 0202 f^  E{S)) 
and E{S) is left seminormal band) 
XiXiXiOiOi0202XiXi02a2a2a3 • • • X„,_2a2m-4a '2m-3f i2m-3ym-l 
w - x^_2a2m-4a2„_302m-3ym-i (wheie w = XiXiXiaia'ia2a2x'iXia2a2a2a3] 
= w---x^_i02m-3a2m-3«2m-2ym (by zigzag equations) 
= W • • • X77i_i(Xj„_lX7n-lQ2m-3'^2m-3^2m-202m-2 
)a2 
(since x^- i and 02^-2 are regular) 
= W • • • Xm-l{x^_iXTn-lO'2Tn-30'2rn-3^2m-20'2rn-2-^m-l^rn-l(i2m-20'2m-2)^2m-2ym 
( s ince X ^ _ j X m - l , a2,n-3<l2m-3' '^2m-20'2?7i-2 
t E{S) 
and £^(5) is left seminormal band) 
= W • • • Xm-l{Xjn-iXm~l<l2m-3(^2m-3'^'im-2(l'2m-2'^m-l^rii-lO'2m-2ym 
— f^  • • • ^m-l^m-l^m-lO'2m~3<^2m-3^'^rn-20-2m-2^m-l^mO'2m-iym 
(by zigzag eciuations) 
= W • • • Xm-lX^_iXm-ia2m-3(i2m-30'2m-20'2m-2^m-l^ma'2m-l(l2m-l^2m~iym 
(since 02m-i is regular) 
= Z^  • • • ^ m - l ^ m - l ^ m - i a 2 m - 3 < ^ 2 m - 3 ^ 2 m - 2 a 2 m - 2 ^ m - l ^ m - l f l 2 m - 2 « 2 m - 1 ^ 2 m 
(by zigzag equations) 
= W • • • a ;m- ia ;^_lXrf i_ ia2m-3a2Tn-3"2m-2a2m-2^2m-202m-l<^2m 
(since a;;„_ia;m-i,a2m-3a2rr,-3.a2m-2a2m-2 e E{S)) 
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w- Xm-ia2m-3a'2m-3(^2rn-2a2m-ia2m (since Xm-i and a2„_2 are regular) 
W - X ^ _ 2 a 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 3 « 2 m - 2 a 2 m - l « 2 m ( b y zlgZHg ^ iqua t ions ) 
W--- a2m-4a2r„-3<^2m-2a2m-1^2m 
= XiX[Xiaia[a2a'2x[Xia2a'2a2a'^ • • • a 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 3 " 2 m - 2 a 2 m - 1 ^ 2 n , 
{as w = X\x\xiaia\a2a'2x\xia2a'2a2a'^) 
= XiX[Xiaia[a2a'2a2a2 • • • a2m-402m-3^2m-202m- l ' ^2m 
(since x[xi,aia[,a2a2 G E{S) and £'(5) is a left seminornial band) 
= Xiaia\a2a'^ • • • a2m-4a2m-3'^ 2m-2a2m-i"2m (since Xi and 02 are regular) 
= 00010203 • • • 02m-402m-3a2m-2a'2m-ia2m ^ U (by zigzag equations) 
^ deU. Hence Dom{U, S) ^ U . • 
Dually, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 6.2.29. The class of all right seminormal orthodox semigroups is closed. • 
Corollary 6.2.30. The class of all left[right] seminormal bands is closed. 
§ 6.3. EMBEDDING OF SEMIGROUP AMALGAMS OF A CLASS OF 
BANDS INTO THE CLASS OF SEMIGROUPS SATISFYING SOME HO-
MOTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
In this section, we first prove that the class of all normal bands is closed within 
the class of all medial semigroups which, generalizes, [80, Theorem 4.1], where he has 
shown that the class of all normal bands is closed within the class of all normal bands. 
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We, then, prove that the class of all left [right] seminorinal bands is closed within 
the class of all semigroups satisfying the identity axy = axyay[yxa = yayxa]. From 
this , we have deduced, as a corollary, that the class of all left [right] seminormal bands 
is closed and thus, generalize [4, Theorem 2.4]. 
Theorem 6.3.1. Let B be the class of all normal bands and C be the flass of all 
medial semigroups. Then B is C-closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be a normal band and medial semigroup respectively with U a 
subsemigroup of S. Let us take d G Dom{U, S) \ U. Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let 
(1.4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal length m. 
Now 
d = aoyi 
xiaiyi (by zigzag equations as OQ = Xiai) 
Xiaia2y2 (by zigzag equations as a\ is an idempotent and oiyj == 02y2] 
= Xia2aiy2 (since S is medial) 
= X2a3aiy2 (by zigzag equations as Xia2 = ^203) 
Xia2a3aiy2 (by zigzag equations as as is an idempotent and ^203 = 0:102) 
Xiaia2a3y2 (since S is medial) 
00^2(032/2) (by zigzag equations) 
(no2i ) (032/2) 
t=0 
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m - 2 
( n a2j)(G2 m— 
i=0 
= 3:1010204 • • • ci2m-AO-2m-2ym (by zigzag equations as a2m-3ym-i = a-im-iym) 
= Xi020ia4 • • • a2m-4a2m-2ym (since 5 is medial) 
= X2030ia4 • • • a2m-Aa-2m-2ym (by zigzag equations as .Tia2 = ^203) 
= Xr„_ia2m-2a2m-3a2m-5""" ^104 • •" asttiym (sincB 5 is medial) 
(by zigzag equations as x„_ia2m-2 = ama2m-i) 
= X,„_ia2m-2<J2m-3Q2m-5 ' ' ' 0'\0'4 ' ' ' 0'3(ll<l2m-iym 
= XiOi02a4 • • • a 2 m - 4 a 2 m - 2 « 2 m - i y m 
= ^1010204 • • • a2m-4a2m-2a2m (by zigzag equations as a2m-i,t/m = a2m) 
— 0 0 0 2 0 4 • • • a2m-4Q2m-202m (by zigzag equations) 
{Yla2i)eU. 
i=0 
deU. 
Hence, Dom{U, S) = U D 
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Theorem 6.3.2. Let B be the class of all left seminormal bands and C oe t!ie class 
of all semigroups satisfying the identity axy — axyay. Then B is C-closed. 
Proof. Let U and 5 be a left seminormal band and a semigroup satisfying the identity 
axy = axyay respectively with U a subsemigroup of S. Let us take d G Dorr;{L\ 5) \ ('. 
Then, by Result 1.4.5, we may let (L4.1) be a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimal 
length m. 
Now 
d = aopi 
= ^lO-iyi (by zigzag equations as ao = XiOi) 
= {xiaia2)y2 (by zigzag equations as aj is an idempotent and a^yi ~ 022/2) 
= {xiaia2Xia2)y2 (by definition of S) 
= Xi0102X2032/2 (by zigzag equations as 0:102 = ^203) 
= XiOia2X2a3a3y2 (as 03 is an idempotent) 
= (xiOia2Xi02)o32/2 (by zigzag equations as ^102 = X2O3) 
= (xiOia2)a3y2 (by definition of S) 
= 0002(03^2) (by zigzag equations) 
1 
(U a2i){a3y2) 
i=0 
m - 2 
( n a 2 i ) ( a 2 m - 3 y m - l ) 
i=0 
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= (xiai02)a4 • • • a2m-i{a2m~2ym)ihy zigzag equations as a-i^-sym-i = a2m^2ymj 
= {xiaia2Xia2)a4---a2m-i{a2m-2ym) (by definition of 5) 
= (xi0102X203)04 • • • 02m-4(a2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations as Xia2 ^ X2a3) 
= XiOi02(x203a4) • • • 0 2 m - 4 ( a 2 m - 2 y m ) 
= XiOi02(x203a4X204)-• •02m-4(a2m-2ym) (by definition of 5) 
= xiaia2X2a3a4X3a5 • • • a2m-4{a2m-2ym) (by zigzag equations as X2a4 = xsa^,) 
= Xiaia2X2a3aiXsa5 • • • X„i-2(i2m-4{0'2m-2ym) 
= XiOia2X2a3a4X3a5 • • • {Xm-ia2m-30'2Tn-2)ym 
(by zigzag equations as x„_2a2m-4 = .x„(_ia2m-3) 
= Xiaia2a;20304X3a5 • • • {xrn-ia2m-3CL2m-2^m-ia2m-2)ym (by definition of 5) 
= XiOia2a;2a3a4a;305 • • • Xm-ia2m~3a2m-2XmO'2m-iym 
(by zigzag equations as x„,_ia2m-2 = •v„,a2rn-i) 
= X iOi02X2a304X305- - - (X 
m-lO'2m-3(^2m-2Xm-l(i2m~2)0'2m-iym 
(by zigzag equations as 02m-i is an idempotent and Xm-iCi2m-2 = x^a2m-i) 
= Xiaia2X2a3a4X3a5 • • • (x^-i02m-3a2m-2)o2m-i2/m (by definition of S) 
Xiai02X2a304X3a5 • • • Xm-20'2m~Aa'2m-20'2m-iym 
(by zigzag equations as x^_2a2m-4 = x„i_ia2,a-3) 
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= {xiaia2Xia2)a4, • • • a2m-4a2m-2a2m- l? /n 
= {Xiaia2)(l4 • • • Cl2m-40,2m~2Q'2Tn-iyn (by definition of S) 
= 0002^4 • • • 0-2m~AQ'2m-20'2m (by zigzag equations) 
i=0 
deU. 
Hence, Dam{U, S) = U 
Dually we may prove the following : 
Theorem 6.3.3. Let B be the class of all right seminormal bands and C be the class 
of all semigroups satisfying the identity yxa = yayxa. Then B is C-closed. • 
Corollary 6.3.4. The class of all Ieft[right] seminormal bands is closed. 
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